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This Ph.D. dissertation presents the study and development of optoelectronic properties of 3-D hybrid 
zinc oxide nanowire (ZnO NW) and hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) core-shell structures and  
a demonstration of their application in infrared photodiodes. In addition, the demonstration of infrared 
photoconductors using the 3-D a-Si:H/ZnO NW structure, which are then integrated onto conventional 
back channel etched (BCE) a-Si:H thin film transistors (TFTs) for potential large-area sensor 
applications is also presented. 
A hybrid 3-D core-shell structure formed using ZnO NW cores and conformally coated a-Si:H thin 
film shell was found to be infrared sensitive for wavelengths up to 2.5 µm wavelength. Scattering and 
multiple reflection enabled by the 3-D morphology were found to enhance the effective thickness of 
the a-Si:H shell by ~3 orders of magnitude. With the enhanced effective thickness, defects within the 
a-Si:H material were associated with enabling infrared absorption, achieving up to 73% infrared 
absorption at 2.3 µm infrared wavelength for 500 nm coated a-Si:H film on 7 µm long ZnO NWs having 
a nanowire density of 4.3 × 107 NW/cm2. Comprehensive materials and device characteristics were 
studied to show a defect mediated infrared absorption process in the 3-D a-Si:H/ZnO NW material 
system. 
3-D infrared photoconductors were fabricated afterwards at a temperature of ≤ 150°C using the 
infrared sensitive 3-D a-Si:H/ZnO NW hybrid material system. An intentional ‘NW gap’ was created 
between the edge of the NW array and the contacts of the infrared photoconductors to minimize 
parasitic conduction from conductive and connected NWs thereby reducing the dark current of the 3-
D photoconductor. An ON/OFF ratio of 3.2 × 102 was achieved for 1 µm thick a-Si:H shell coating on 
2.7 µm long ZnO NWs with a nanowire density of 3.9 × 108 NW/cm2 using 1.55 µm LED illumination. 
 
 v 
As an alternative infrared photodetector, 3-D infrared photodiodes were also fabricated using similar 
process conditions. Dark current as low as 1.6 × 10-9 A/cm2 was achieved for a diode with NW length 
vs a-Si:H thickness ratio of 1.5× and NW density of 6.1 × 107 NW/cm2 giving an infrared signal to 
noise ratio of 2.5 × 102 with 1.55 µm LED irradiation. The factors that influence the dark currents were 
studied and several optimizations were implemented. The top contact was optimized by replacing 
aluminum doped zinc oxide (AZO) top conducting oxide (TCO) with thinned-down, conductive 
gallium indium zinc oxide (GIZO) and p+ doped a-Si:H to minimize the window layer absorption and 
enhance the its infrared transmission. 
3-D infrared photoconductors were also integrated onto a-Si:H BCE TFT at a process temperature ≤ 
150°C. The process development and the effects of both the structure and the integration process flow 
were evaluated. A 3× signal to noise ratio due to infrared irradiation using a heat lamp was obtained 
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1.1 Infrared (IR) Detectors 
Infrared detectors can be classified into two main application categories – civilian and military – which 
have both received increased attention lately. The German Federal Ministry of Education and Research 
Department VDMA statistics predicted that the global market demand for civilian infrared technology 
will reach $12 billion in 2016 [1]. China’s growth rate in this market is expected to reach 20 % by 2020 
accounting for over $10 billion in value [1]. In a 2012 market research report, Yole Développement 
identified three emerging applications of infrared detectors in thermography power tools, automotive 
and surveillance systems [2]. A 2015 market research report predicted that the infrared market will 
more than double within the six years between 2014 and 2020 driven in part by newer applications in 
the civilian market such as in smart buildings and mobile device spot thermometer [3]. A 2016 infrared 
market research report by Maxtech International stated that uncooled infrared detector shipment 
increased for a second consecutive year in 2015 by more than 40 % [4]. 
The appeal for infrared detectors in these emerging applications is driven by three distinct 
characteristics of infrared signals. First, blackbodies radiate infrared making infrared radiation 
ubiquitous in the study, understanding and detection of these bodies. Secondly, the long wavelength of 
infrared radiation enables it to scatter less than visible light in the presence of haze and other 
atmospheric dimmers. This makes it suitable for applications in military, surveillance, poor vision or 
adverse weather environments. Also, infrared signals can be used to detect unique signatures of 
materials and compounds as used in spectroscopy and materials identification. The ability to detect 
unique signatures is also enabling a new type of application in infrared identification where facial 
biomarkers and anatomical information involving subsurface features which are unique to each person 
such as, blood vessels, are imaged [5]. 
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The emerging applications of infrared detectors such as in automotive, smart buildings and motion 
detectors require detection over large areas. To achieve this, infrared detectors need to be fabricated 
over large area substrates and at low cost. These applications requires processing on low cost and/or 
low melting point substrates such as glass and plastic, using processing tools compatible with large-
area coverage and low processing temperatures. Another desired property is the ability to integrate such 
detectors with other electronic devices such as transistors to increase functionality and expand its 
capability. 
Infrared detectors are made up of the detector module and the read out module. The detector module 
is made of quaternary alloys of III-V materials that provide the capability to engineer a band gap 
suitable for infrared absorption. The use of these types of materials and the bandgap engineering 
technique determines the types of substrates and processing techniques that can be applicable. The 
consequence of this is that the alloying requires relatively complex and expensive processing 
techniques such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [6], [7] on high-cost substrates such as indium 
phosphide (InP). At the present, most infrared photodetectors make use of mercury cadmium telluride 
alloys (Hg1-xCdxTe) [7], [8]. In addition to the environmental and health implications of these materials, 
this alloying is also complicated due to the need to appropriately tune the band gap of the ternary alloy 
and often leads to complicated device geometries [9]. To collect the absorbed photons from the device, 
a separate read out integrated circuit (ROIC) is needed. In contrast to the detector module, ROIC is 
made of complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology on a crystalline silicon 
substrate [10]. The two separate modules are then bonded together using indium interconnects or bumps 
[10] to form the focal plane array. This procedure adds complexity to the infrared arrays, increases 
fabrication cost and limits the size of fabricated devices to the size of the starting (InP) substrates. In 
addition, integration with other electronic devices such as transistors is not seamless but require 
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bonding using indium bumps which impedes its ability to scale or adapt into large-area panels such as 
flat-panel technology and displays. 
One approach to overcome this limitation is by using amorphous materials such as hydrogenated 
amorphous silicon (a-Si:H). A-Si:H materials are compatible with large area processing and are not 
limited by semiconducting substrate sizes. They can be processed on a variety of substrates such as 
glass or plastic which can be exploited for a variety of applications such as in automotive sensors or 
people counting applications. Devices based on a-Si:H are larger and cheaper. For example, typical 
infrared sensors range from 1 × 1 pixel to 80 × 80 pixels and have pixel pitch between 17 µm to 500 
µm [3] giving them a pixel density between 43 – 250 pixel per inch (ppi). In contrast flat-panel displays 
based on a-Si:H materials and processing techniques have arrays of 4000 × 2000 pixels and pixel 
densities greater than 440 ppi [11]. Estimates from a 2015 Yole Développement report placed a typical 
infrared pixel at a price of ~ 24.4 cents per pixel. In comparison, flat panel displays using a-Si:H have 
a price of ~ 0.0013 cents per pixel [12]. 
Irrespective of the advantages of amorphous materials given above, suitable amorphous materials for 
infrared detection is still a challenge. Amorphous semiconducting materials used in everyday devices 
mostly absorb above infrared energies while their absorption within the infrared region is poor. Some 
of the few materials suitable for infrared absorption have other problems limiting their use. For 
example, germanium (Ge) with a band gap of ~ 0.8 eV has a high dark current in the range of 1.0 × 10-
3 A/cm2 [13]. This high dark current raises its noise level and leads to a degraded signal to noise ratio. 
The lack of infrared sensitive amorphous materials suitable for not only infrared detection but also 
large-area, low cost processing has led to a continued use of size-limited band gap engineered 
compound semiconductors for infrared detection [7], [8], [14] leading to expensive large-area 




The poor infrared absorption of amorphous semiconductors such as a-Si:H arise from their low 
absorption coefficient in the longer wavelength region. With a direct but high band gap, long 
wavelength absorption is greatly reduced. Increasing the film thicknesses to enable greater infrared 
absorption often leads to higher recombination due to the high defect states occasioned by their growth 
process. One approach to increase the film thickness without increasing the associated recombination 
is to conformally coat such a-Si:H thin film over a network of nanowires creating a 3-D material 
structure where scattering and multiple reflection can enable increased effective thickness of the coated 
thin film.  
1.2 Large-area (3-D) Infrared Photodetectors 
The versatility of a-Si:H for large-area applications has been recognized in the industry from thin-film 
transistors (TFTs) to solar cells [15]. The ability of a-Si:H to attain this status was largely based on the 
ability to tune its defect density with hydrogen and change its conductivity by doping [16]. Interestingly 
also, its optical properties can also be modified. Zhu et al. reported an increase in absorption past the 
mobility edge of a-Si:H nanocones and pyramidal structures [17] while Street et al. showed that 
absorption in only 20 nm a-Si:H material can be increased significantly by changing the surface 
morphology [18]. The large tail and defect states in a-Si:H then present an important parameter that can 
be tuned as needed for both electrical and optical gains. 
Importantly, a-Si:H can be combined with a network of 1-D structures to create 3-D structures that 
can extend its absorption beyond planar geometry limits [19]. Through numerical simulations, Tamang 
et al. predicted a doubling of the short circuit current density (Jsc) of solar cells fabricated with 3-D 
structures of a-Si:H film coated on nanowires and showed 80 % increase in effective thickness of the 
coated film [20]. Pathirane et al. experimentally verified 22 % increase in Jsc of 3-D solar cells of a-
Si:H coated on zinc oxide nanowires (ZnO NWs) over the planar cells due to suppressed reflection 
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from the 3-D solar cells [19]. The conformal coating of a-Si:H thin films on ZnO NWs to create a 3-D 
materials system has potential to increase the effective thickness of the a-Si:H thin film and thereby 
increase its absorption. 
Currently, this approach has not been applied for infrared detection. As a result, there is little 
information to properly understand how a potential infrared absorption can be controlled or optimized. 
There is then a need to better understand this emerging technique and explore factors that can control 
any obtainable infrared absorption. 
1.3 Integrated IR Sensor-Switch 
The growing field of artificial intelligence, robotics and gesture control provide potential applications 
of infrared detectors. In machine learning for instance, sensors are needed to capture different types of 
data which will then be processed by algorithms to learn the environment and improve their ability to 
respond as humans would. Applications in internal temperature measurement of electronic devices to 
provide on-board diagnostics of the device’s power and temperature performance will potentially utilize 
infrared detection. Also, the field of spot thermometry for mobile devices where infrared sensors are 
integrated onto mobile devices with other types of sensors and gyroscopes in what is called a sensor 
hub is promising [3]. 
In these applications and many more, infrared detection is needed but those detectors are also 
required to be able to integrate onto the platforms they serve. The inability of current infrared 
technologies, which is made of 2 separate arrays that are then bonded together, to integrate onto these 
platforms creates the need for an alternative approach. For example, in touch sensor applications for 
mobile devices, the touch sensing infrared device will be required to integrate onto the flat panel 
technology used for displays of mobile devices. 
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The ability of a-Si:H materials to be easily integrated onto these devices opens the opportunity to 
create integrated infrared sensing devices. Conceptual design architectures for use in integrated touch 
sensitive devices have already been proposed [21]–[23]. These architectures can be more readily 
realized with infrared sensitive a-Si:H materials. 
The foregoing shows a growing need to develop infrared sensitivity to a-Si:H based platforms. 
Enabling such a-Si:H infrared detection platform will provide an alternative low cost material and 
processing system capable of large-area infrared detection. It will also enable infrared detection on a 
variety of substrates including plastic and flexible materials. 
1.4 Ph.D. Research Goal 
The main goal of this research is to develop and understand the optical and electrical characteristics of 
hybrid 3-D structure for infrared detection. This goal is divided into six distinct themes given below 
I. Development of a 3-D material system by synthesizing NWs and conformally coating a-Si:H 
thin film shells on them 
II. Engineering infrared absorption into 3-D materials structure of a-Si:H shell and zinc oxide 
(ZnO) nanowire (NW) cores 
III. Demonstrating and controlling the factors that affect infrared absorption in 3-D ZnO NW/a-
Si:H core-shell materials structure 
IV. Demonstrating 3-D infrared photoconductors using a-Si:H as absorber material 
V. Demonstrating 3-D infrared photodiodes using a-Si:H as absorber material 
VI. Proof of concept integration of infrared a-Si:H/ZnO NW hybrid photoconductors onto a-
Si:H TFTs for dual functionality of infrared sensing and signal switching. 
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1.5 Organization of Thesis 
The motivation for this thesis has been given in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 provides a brief background on 
infrared detection. It also includes background discussions on 3-D material systems, processing and 
devices. Properties of a-Si:H thin films are provided and geometric modeling of the effective length of 
3-D coated materials is provided. In Chapter 3, 3-D materials development is presented which includes 
the growth, characterization and optimization of the disordered NW network. The critical parameters 
affecting the NW network for optimum 3-D morphology are presented. This chapter also discusses the 
development of the conformal coating process of the different thin films on the NW network, the 
deposition conditions and how they affect the coating process. Chapter 4 discusses the optical properties 
of the hybrid 3-D material structure developed in Chapter 3 with special emphasis on its infrared 
sensitivity and absorption. The morphology of the 3-D material system and its absorption enhancement 
are considered. The source of infrared absorption in the 3-D material is systematically studied including 
the relative contributions from its constituent parts. In Chapter 5, the feasibility of using the developed 
3-D material structure for infrared detection is demonstrated with the fabrication of a 3-D infrared 
photoconductor along with its infrared response and dark current optimizations. Chapter 6 presents the 
fabrication and development of 3-D infrared photodiodes as another alternative 3-D infrared 
photodetector. In-depth study of the dark currents of the fabricated 3-D diodes is presented including 
the various optimizations undertaken to minimize the challenges. A brief comparative analysis of the 
photodiode and photoconductor is also presented. In Chapter 7, a proof of concept integration of the 3-
D photoconductor onto a-Si:H TFTs for a single integrated device structure is demonstrated. The 
fabrication and electro-optical results are also presented including the effect of design and process 
variables on the base TFT. Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the contributions from this thesis and presents 






2.1 Infrared Absorption and Detection 
The infrared region is part of the electromagnetic spectrum beyond the visible spectrum and below the 
microwave portion of the spectrum as shown in Fig 2.1. It spans wavelengths between 750 nm to 1 
mm. Their long wavelength enables them to travel farther, longer and less susceptible to scattering by 
haze and atmosphere, enabling them to be detected in poor lighting or harsh environmental conditions. 
This property is exploited in night vision and security systems. In addition, infrared radiation is used in 
many other applications including spectroscopic studies of materials, astronomy, thermal imaging, 
military and space applications, telecommunication, life sciences and medical diagnostics, household 
electronics, cooking, signaling and remote controls [7], [10], [24]. Of growing interest is the potential 
to develop infrared detection on large-areas and integrate them onto existing large-area devices. 
 
Fig 2.1 Infrared spectrum and energies 
To absorb infrared radiation, several techniques could be employed including thermal or photonic 
techniques. Thermal detection techniques make use of change in temperature of the absorbing material 
with infrared absorption [9]. Thermal detection techniques are generally independent of the wavelength 
of incident radiation but rather dependent on the incident power [9] thereby giving them a broad 
operation range but less specificity. It also limits their use to environments or conditions that enable a 
measurable temperature gradient. 
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Photon detectors are made up of semiconducting absorbers which utilize the interaction of absorbed 
photons with electrons to detect the presence of infrared radiation. Like semiconductor absorbers in 
general, infrared absorption occurs when incident photon energy is equal to or greater than the band 
gap of the absorber material. The band gap of the absorber material is the energy difference between 
the valence and conduction band edges. Absorption of a photon leads to the excitation of a valence 
band electron to the conduction band where it can be available for current conduction. The relationship 
between the minimum photon energy (or maximum wavelength) that can be absorbed and the material 
band gap is given by equation 2.1 where λc is the cutoff wavelength, h is Plank’s constant, c is the speed 





Table 2.1 Photodetector Materials and Detection Range 





Crystalline silicon (Si) 1.1 400 – 1050 Indirect 
Amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) 1.8 400 – 800 Direct 
Germanium (Ge) 0.7 600 – 1600 Indirect 
Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) 1.4 650 – 870 Direct 
Indium Gallium Arsenide (InGaAs) 0.7 900 – 1700 Direct 
Indium Gallium Arsenide Phosphide (InGaAsP) 0.7 – 1.4 800 - 1650 Direct or Indirect 
 
Equation 2.1 places a limit on the suitability of several materials for infrared absorption. For example, 
a-Si:H is widely used for large-area applications in image sensor arrays and flat panel displays. Due to 
its large band gap, its ability to absorb long wavelength is limited. Table 2.1 shows some band 
properties of some common semiconductor materials. The deficiency in semiconductor materials that 
can absorb infrared radiation has led research into engineering alternative schemes to absorb and detect 
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infrared. For example, bang gap engineered III-V semiconductors could be employed to tune the 
material band gap suitable for infrared absorption. This technique however relies on expensive InP 
substrates [6] which increases fabrication cost, complexity and limits the detector sizes to the starting 
substrate size.  
Other techniques that have been proposed to overcome this limitation include mid-bandgap 
absorption (MBA), two-photon absorption (TPA) [25], excitation of local plasmons [26] and 
intersubband absorption. 
Mid-bandgap absorption (MBA) uses an intermediate state to breakdown or reduce the bandgap of 
the absorber into small energies that are cumulatively equal to the band gap. In the developing field of 
intermediate band solar cells [27], [28], intermediate bands are introduced in the band gap of the 
absorber to enable a 2-step absorption as shown in Fig 2.2a thereby enabling the absorption of photon 
energies below the material’s intrinsic band gap. For infrared applications, highly supersaturated 
chalcogen doped silicon commonly referred to as black silicon have been used to extend the absorption 
cutoff wavelength of Si beyond 1050nm [6], [29]–[34]. Recently, ion implantation using Zn atoms has 
been reported [35]. These materials rely on crystalline silicon substrate which leads to size-limitations 
and increased cost.  
  
Fig 2.2 Schematic showing (a) 2-step absorption of intermediate band solar cells [27]; (b) Two – 




In two-photon absorption (TPA), an electron absorbs two photons simultaneously and is then excited 
to an energy level corresponding to the sum of the incident photons (Fig 2.2b) [25]. This process 
requires no intermediate state but a virtual state which does not correspond to any electronic state. 
Simulations by Siampour and Dan showed that the realization of infrared absorption using this 
technique requires a complex light confinement system [36]. Such confinement system could be 
realized with SiNWs grown on silicon on insulator (SOI) substrates which limits its size and increases 
its fabrication cost. 
Surface plasmons are localized electromagnetic oscillations at the metal-dielectric interface which 
have exponentially decreasing amplitudes, lower energy than bulk and opposing sign of the real part of 
their respective relative permittivity [37]. Surface plasmons have also been used to extend absorption 
beyond the bandgap cutoff wavelength [26], [38], [39]. Intersubband absorption makes use of 
transitions between quantized levels within a band often provided by quantization using a quantum 
well. Because these transitions have very low energies, they are sometimes integrated with a LED to 
form upconversion devices [40]. 
These techniques all attempt to increase long wavelength absorption or extend visible absorption 
beyond the band gap. They mostly make use of expensive processing, complex device structures and 
size-limited substrates. However, to absorb infrared over large areas, new material engineering 
approaches needs to be explored. 
A-Si:H for example, is capable of large area processing and has been shown to be compatible with 
silicon based applications in flat panel displays [41]. Engineering infrared absorption into a-Si:H 
materials therefore have potential to enable large area infrared detection devices which would be 
capable of integration onto existing flat panel technology and onto a wide array of substrates. 
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2.2 Three Dimensional (3-D) Materials System and Processing 
Three dimensional (3-D) materials system is most commonly used to describe materials with 3-D 
morphology. These include pyramidal structures, cones [17] or hybrid integration of a network of 1-D 
materials such as nanowires (NWs) and 2-D materials such as thin films [19], [20], [26], [42]–[46]. The 
morphology of 3-D materials enables light confinement within the material system due to internal 
multiple reflection leading to reduced total reflection from the material as shown in Fig 2.3. The strong 
light trapping and reduced reflectivity of 3-D materials have the potential of increasing its effective 
thickness beyond the nominal value due to increased light – matter interaction leading to increase in its 
absorption. The effectively thicker material could then extend the absorption of the material beyond its 
normal wavelength. 
 
Fig 2.3 Schematic illustration of a 3-D Material System showing internal multiple reflection 
 Exploiting such property of 3-D materials is of great interest to push photon absorption beyond 
traditional limits. For example, Huang et al. showed that the ultimate efficiencies of solar cells 
fabricated with such 3-D materials will exceed those of their 2-D counterparts in all six materials they 
studied [46]. Tamang et al. showed that the short circuit current density (Jsc) of a-Si:H solar cells could 
double by the introduction of NWs which would transform it to a 3-D material [20] and Pathirane et al. 
showed a 22 % increase in Jsc of such 3-D solar cells compared to planar ones [19]. These enhancements 
were a result of their increased absorption which was attributed to scattering and multiple reflection 
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[18] leading to reduced reflectivity [19], [45], [46], strong light trapping and antireflection properties 
[17]. 
2.2.1 Light Absorption in 3-D Materials 
The appeal of 3-D materials system is its ability to enhance optical absorption. From a classical 
perspective, Beer Lambert’s law describes the attenuation of light intensity propagating through a 
medium. This attenuation, which is dependent on its extinction coefficient, represents the absorption of 
the propagating radiation by the material. 
 𝐼(𝑡) = 𝐼0𝑒
−𝛼𝑡 2.2 
Beer Lambert’s law given in equation 2.2, where I(t) is intensity at a depth t propagating through a 
material of absorption coefficient α with an initial incident intensity of I0, indicates that the absorbing 
material could absorb more radiation if its thickness is increased. This requirement presents a practical 
limitation. The thicker films get, the greater their intrinsic stress and reflectivity which degrades their 
optical properties. Thicker films also require long deposition times which limits their practical 
thicknesses. In addition, as films get thicker, the distance between electrical contacts increases thus 
increasing the distance photo-generated carriers need to travel before collection and also increasing the 
scattering they will experience. This thicker film leads to higher recombination losses due to shorter 
carrier diffusion lengths and bigger transport distances in amorphous semiconductors. However, the 
discussion in Section 2.2 above shows that using a 3-D morphology could increase the effective 
thickness of coated films such that their reflectivity is suppressed and absorption enhanced. 
Fig 2.4 shows a schematic illustration of the 3-D network of a-Si:H coated ZnO NWs. The 3-D 
network is made up of a ZnO NW core and a-Si:H shell. Predicting the effective thickness of such 3-D 
materials system using Beer Lambert’s law as given in equation 2.2, requires that the absorption 
coefficient of the absorbing material is known. However, absorption coefficient is a function of 
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wavelength which would imply the effective thickness of the 3-D material varies with wavelength. 
More so, for a-Si:H materials, absorption coefficient decreases with increase in wavelength and 
information regarding absorption coefficient at infrared wavelengths is lacking. Since light-matter 
interactions are governed by Maxwell’s equations, the solution to these equations would provide a 
better guide to the absorption of 3-D materials systems. 
 
Fig 2.4 Schematic illustration of a 3-D system of a-Si:H coated ZnO NWs 
By using finite difference time domain (FDTD) to rigorously solve Maxwell’s equations in 3-D, the 
interaction of light with the 3-D core-shell structure can be mapped [20] and can be approximated by 
equation 2.3 where teff is the effective thickness, h is the NW height (length), d is the NW diameter, t is 
the nominal a-Si:H thickness, and p is the pitch or NW separation which is related to the NW density 
[20].  
 𝑡𝑒𝑓𝑓 = (1 +
𝜋 × ℎ(𝑑 + 𝑡)
𝑝2
) × 𝑡 2.3 
While the effective thickness here was derived for an ordered NW network, it is a good 
approximation to evaluate the structure and optical properties of disordered 3-D core-shell structures. 
Numerical simulation of a 3-D structured solar cell shown in Fig 2.5a show a doubling of the Jsc and 
80 % increase in optical thickness (effective thickness) of 100 nm absorber layer with the addition of 
400 nm long NWs spaced at 600 nm apart [20]. The increased effective thickness causes an increase in 
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optical absorption that is then translated to increased Jsc. Quantum efficiency simulations confirmed 
this effect and show an increase in red absorption as the NW heights increase (Fig 2.5b). 
 
Fig 2.5 Increase in (a) Jsc and optical thickness (effective thickness) and (b) EQE of a simulated 
3-D solar cell showing higher red spectrum absorption [20] 
 Equation 2.3 predicts, as shown in Fig 2.6a, that for 500 nm a-Si:H shell coated on 5 µm ZnO NWs, 
the effective shell thickness increases by about 3 orders of magnitude to 1.14 × 105 nm as the NW 
density is increased to 6.4 × 109 NW/cm2. The same trend follows with a-Si:H thicknesses of 250 nm 
or 1000 nm. Similarly, for a uniform NW density and length, effective thickness of a-Si:H shell 
increases as the thickness of the coated shell increases (Fig 2.6b). With a uniform NW density and a-
Si:H shell thickness, effective thickness of the a-Si:H shell increases as the length of the NWs increases 
also (Fig 2.6c). This increase however is more weighted towards higher NW densities increasing by 
almost 2 orders of magnitude for 1.0 × 109 NWs/cm2 and 500 nm thick a-Si:H coated on the 10 µm 
NWs (Fig 2.6c). These enhancements strongly indicate that with 3-D material system, more absorption 





Fig 2.6 (a) Predicted effective thickness enhancement of a 3-D material with (a) increasing NW 
density for 250nm, 500nm and 1000nm a-Si:H shell coated on 5µm ZnO NW; (b) increasing a-
Si:H thickness for 1µm, 5µm, and 10µm NWs and 1.0 × 109 NW/cm2 NW density; and (c) 
increasing NW density to 1.0 × 107, 1.0 × 108 and 1.0 × 109 NW/cm2 and of 500nm a-Si:H shell 
2.2.2 3-D Structure Processing 
Several approaches have been used to synthesize amorphous semiconductor based 3-D structures with 
different levels of complication and processing challenges. In one approach, a thick film of a-Si:H was 
first deposited on a substrate followed by self-assembly of silica nanoparticles on the a-Si:H surface. 
The a-Si:H film was then etched by reactive ion etching to create nanowires and nanocones using the 
silica nanoparticles as a mask [17]. Etching back a film or substrate to form the 3-D structure is 
relatively easy but practically limiting. This method first requires the deposition of the thin film up to 
desired thickness before the etch back. The requirement to first deposit the thin film limits the length 
of 3-D nanostructures that could be obtained making it less practical for high volume applications or 
applications that require high aspect ratios. 
In another approach, nanoimprint lithography was used to make silicon oxide patterns over which 
thin films were deposited [47]. With this technique, a conformal recipe for the subsequent thin films 
will be required. In addition, the use of a stamp limits the ability to align multiple layers for device 




A third approach involves conformally coating thin films such as a-Si:H on nanowires such as ZnO 
NWs in a core-shell structure [19]. This technique provides high aspect ratio structures with increasing 
length of the nanowires. In addition, the density of nanowires and thickness of the a-Si:H coating can 
be used to modify the properties of the 3-D material. This approach also requires that a conformal 
coating recipe for the thin film be developed. Such coating recipe should be able to coat the sidewalls 
of the NW network and preserve the distinct 3-D morphology. In general, conformally coating a 
network of NWs is a very viable method for synthesizing 3-D materials and may be easily manipulated 
for desired results. 
2.2.3 ZnO Nanowire Synthesis 
Nanowires (NWs) as 1-D structures have grown in popularity in recent times of which metallic, 
semiconducting, or insulating NWs have been realized. They can be synthesized from elemental 
semiconductors such as silicon (Si) [18] and germanium (Ge) [48] or from compound semiconductors 
such as zinc oxide (ZnO) [19] and gallium nitride (GaN) [49]. The size and aspect ratios of NWs can 
enable other types of functionalities which will otherwise not be feasible in the bulk material. 
NW syntheses are generally classified into top-down and bottom-up approaches. In top-down 
approaches, the NWs are derived from the bulk material by removing surrounding bulk materials while 
in bottom-up approaches, the NWs are assembled from their basic building blocks. The choice of a NW 
synthesis method generally depends on the material to be grown, the substrate, allowable growth 
conditions such as temperature requirements and expected properties of the NWs. Among the bottom 
up approaches, the vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) technique and the hydrothermal technique are popularly 
used. 
The VLS technique typically involves using a catalyst, usually formed by sputtering 2-5 nm thick 
metal such as gold or copper and annealing to form droplets, to seed the growth of nanowires from the 
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source gas at high temperatures (> 800°C). The VLS process involves three stages [50]. The first stage 
called the alloying process, involves the alloying of the catalyst and source gas leading to an increase 
in the volume of the catalyst alloy droplet; the second stage, the nucleation stage, involves the 
nucleation of the nanowire from the catalyst alloy above a saturation threshold while the third stage, 
the axial growth stage, involves the axial growth of the nanowire following further dissolution of the 
source gas into the catalyst alloy [50]. VLS technique is popularly used to grow Si NWs [51] and Ge 
NWs [50] but has also been used to grow ZnO NWs [52]. The use of a catalyst with the VLS technique 
introduces impurities that could propagate through the nanowire. It also requires high temperatures 
which limits its application to high temperature substrates that are normally size limited. 
In addition to the VLS technique, hydrothermal synthesis is also popularly used to grow ZnO NWs. 
Hydrothermal synthesis of nanostructures is the thermal synthesis of nanostructured materials from 
solutions containing their salts. It is most commonly used to synthesize transition metal oxides such as 
ZnO NWs [53] and iron oxide nanocubes [54]. It is a low-cost technique with a low-processing 
temperature that can enable the use of several substrates such as silicon, glass or plastic.  
Hydrothermal synthesis of ZnO nanostructures involves the thermal decomposition of zinc (Zn) 
containing salts in solutions. One approach involves the thermal decomposition of zinc nitrate 
hexahydrate (Zn(NO3)2.6H2O) in the presence of hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA) (C6H12N4). 
However in the last few years, several implementations of this technique have been reported. Table 2.2 
summarizes some of these implementations. 
The Zn(NO3)2.6H2O acts primarily as the source of Zn2+ ions while HMTA acts like a pH buffer and 
provides a slow and controlled supply of hydroxyl ions [55]. The thermal decomposition of HMTA 
into formaldehyde and ammonia regulates the pH of the solution [56]. Ashfold et al., reported that the 
concentration of both Zn2+ and HMTA rapidly decreased in the first 2 hours of hydrothermal growth. 
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After the first 2 hours however, the concentration of Zn2+ linearly decreased with time while that of 
HMTA remained relatively constant and independent of ZnO precipitation [57]. The precipitation of 
ZnO from the solution could occur directly from the Zn2+ ions or through the hydroxide as given below 
[57]. 
 𝐶6𝐻12𝑁4 + 10𝐻2𝑂 ⇌ 6𝐶𝐻2𝑂 + 4𝑁𝐻4
+ + 𝑂𝐻− 2.4 
 𝑍𝑛2+ + 2𝑂𝐻− ⇌ 𝑍𝑛𝑂 + 𝐻2𝑂 2.5 
 𝑍𝑛2+ + 2𝑂𝐻− ⇌ 𝑍𝑛(𝑂𝐻)2 ⇌ 𝑍𝑛𝑂 + 𝐻2𝑂 2.6 
Table 2.2: Implementations of Hydrothermal Depositions of ZnO Nanoparticles 
Reference Precursors Nanostructure 
[57] Zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO3)2.6H2O)  + 
Hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA) (C6H12N4) 
Nanowires, 
nanorods, nanotubes 
[58] Zinc acetate dehydrate (Zn(Ac)2.2H2O) + TMAH ((CH3)4NOH) Nanowires 
[59] Zinc chloride (ZnCl2) + Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) Nanowires, powders 
[60] Zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO3)2.6H2O)  + Hydrazine hydrate 
(N2H4.H2O) + Potassium Iodide (KI) 
Nanowires, 
nanorods 
[61] Zinc acetate dehydrate (Zn(Ac)2.2H2O) + cetyltrimethyl 
ammonium bromide (CTAB) (C19H42BrN) 
Nanocrystals 
clusters 
[62] Zinc acetyltacetone (Zn(acac)2.H2O) Nanorods 
[63] Zinc tetraoxosulphate (VI) (ZnSO4) + Carbamide (CO(NH2)2) + 
ethanol (C2H5OH) + Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 
Nanobelts 
[64] Zinc foil (Zn) + ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) Nanorods 
 
According to Xu and Gao [65], the relationship between the seed crystal size and its solubility in a 
hydrothermal growth process can best be understood using the Ostwald-Freundlich equation given in 
equation 2.7 where c(r) is solubility of small crystals of radius r, c0 is the solubility of the bulk crystal, 
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According to the Ostwald-Freundlich relationship, below a critical size, solubility is inversely 
proportional to crystal size and by extension, the supersaturation of a seed crystal is proportional to its 
size. Thus, larger sized seeds will have higher supersaturation around them than smaller sized seed 
crystals [65]. Hydrothermal synthesis is also sensitive to growth parameters such as solvent 
composition [66], temperature [67] and seed layer [68]. These parameters affect the surface free energy, 
molecular volume, crystal radius and temperature of the growth system thereby leading to observable 
changes. 
2.2.4 Hydrogenated Amorphous Silicon (a-Si:H) 
Hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) is a disordered form of Si that has been used in large-area 
electronics [16], [69], [70] and a wide variety of devices including position sensors, TFTs, active matrix 
liquid crystal displays, image sensor arrays and solar cells [15]. It can be deposited over a large-area 
and can also be processed at low temperatures. The later feature has enabled its use on flexible 
substrates with low melting points [19], [71]. 
A-Si:H is usually grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD). CVD systems are a type of thin film 
deposition system that are based on the chemical assembly of a growing material from a vapor 
containing its reactive radicals. There are several variants of CVD systems that generally are products 
of the methods through which the reactive radicals are produced. The Plasma Enhanced CVD (PECVD) 
process for example uses a plasma technique to enhance the formation of these radicals from their 
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precursor gases while Hot Wire CVD (HWCVD) uses a hot wire or filament to decompose the precursor 
gases and generate these radicals. 
PECVD has grown in popularity and has been used in research and industry scale production to grow 
various thin films. The unique feature of a PECVD is its ability to grow thin films at low temperatures 
(100 – 300°C) due to the plasma assisted decomposition of the precursor gases. In a conventional CVD 
system, temperatures ~ 600°C would be required to decompose the precursor gases. A-Si:H films grown 
by PECVD involves the plasma assisted decomposition of silane (SiH4) gas molecules into radicals 
such as H, SiH, SiH2, SiH3, S2H5, and/or S2H6 [72]. The radicals then proceed to the growing surface 
where they attach and form the thin film. Of the possible radicals obtainable from SiH4 dissociation, 
SiH3 is considered the most stable and contribute to growth of acceptable quality a-Si:H film [16], [72].  
The surface reactions involved in the growth of a-Si:H films include Si precursor attachment (or 
adsorption of molecular fragments onto the growing surface) and the release of hydrogen atoms (or 
molecules) from the surface [16], [72]. Adsorption of SiH3 radicals are only successful at Si dangling 
bonds. For H passivated bonds, surface H removal is necessary for film growth [16], [72]. Fig 2.7 
illustrates the possible surface processes involved in the growth of a-Si:H film [16]. 
 
Fig 2.7 Illustration of possible surface processes involved in the growth of a-Si:H film [16] 
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Unlike crystalline silicon (c-Si), a-Si:H, like most amorphous materials, do not have a regular 
repeating crystal structure. Most features of a-Si:H matrix are defined during growth and therefore 
depend on the deposition process [16]. The quality of a-Si:H thin film is modulated by process 
parameters such as rf power, process pressure, process temperature and precursor gases. These process 
parameters affect growth factors such as SiH4 dissolution rate, mean free path of radicals and surface 
energy of the growing surface. For example, the defect density of a-Si:H can be reduced by several 
orders of magnitude by passivating with hydrogen during growth. Similarly, the conductivity of a-Si:H 
can be increased by doping with boron or phosphorus precursor gases [16], [73]. 
As seen above, a-Si:H growth involves the attachment or self-assembly of H bonded Si radicals. This 
packing is not efficient and does not lead to long range order of regularly repeating crystal units, hence 
its amorphous nature. Distortions in the bond angle, length and configuration can exist in the matrix. 
Another consequence of this growth method is the presence of several instances of unterminated Si 
bonds, called dangling bonds. While a-Si:H growth is tuned to preferentially growth from SiH3 radicals, 
the incorporation of other forms of radicals from the SiH4 decomposition will lead to incorporation of 
Si atoms with varying amounts of H termination or dangling bonds. 
Despite the absence of a long range order of repeating crystal units, a-Si:H has short range order. The 
short range order implies the bond angle and bond length are ordered within one interatomic distance, 
and determines its band structure. Fig 2.8 illustrates a typical crystalline matrix with its long range order 




Fig 2.8 (a) Illustration of a crystalline matrix with a long range periodic crystal order; (b) 
Disordered a-Si:H matrix showing distortions in bond length and bond angles 
The disordered nature of a-Si:H is a consequence of its growth method and has great implications for 
its electronic properties. Fig 2.9a shows the correlation between structural defects in a-Si:H matrix and 
resulting electronic properties while Fig 2.9b shows the resultant density of states. The consequence of 
its lack of long range order and disordered nature is the presence of a large concentration of defect 
states in its band gap and the presence of band tail states. Depending on the specific growth method 
used, these defect states can also vary. For example, a-Si:H materials grown from evaporation can have 
defects in the range of ~ 3 × 1018 cm-3 while defects are in the range of ~ 1 × 1016 cm-3 for PECVD a-
Si:H films [74].  
  
Fig 2.9 (a) Correlation between structural defects and electronic properties of a-Si:H [16]; (b) 
Density of states of a-Si:H material [16] 
These defects can however be controlled by passivating the dangling bonds with hydrogen (H) [16], 




photoconductivity [74], film stress [74] and better devices [75]. In general, low-defect density a-Si:H 
material are desirable in devices such as solar cells, TFTs and photodiodes, because defects in a-Si:H 
can act like trap centers which could increase carrier recombination. For example, in a TFT, defects 
within the a-Si:H channel layer could lead to threshold voltage shifts and slow recovery when bias 
stability stress measurements are carried out. Similarly, defects in a solar cell absorber layer could lead 
to shorter diffusion length where photo-generated charge carriers are not easily collected at the contacts 
because they are trapped in these defect sites. 
The H passivation for a-Si:H thin film is usually in situ supplied by the precursor gases of SiH4 or 
mixture of SiH4 and H2, and serves to terminate some of the dangling bonds. By varying the H dilution, 
the defect concentration of a-Si:H could be changed by several orders of magnitude [16]. The 
effectiveness of H passivation during growth also depends on other growth factors such as temperature, 
rf power and gas concentration [16], [72]. For example, Street et al. showed change in defect 
concentration of different a-Si:H films by varying the growth temperature [76]. The effect of 
temperature and rf power on H passivation of a-Si:H films is summarized in Fig 2.10 [16]. Ex situ 
passivation using techniques such as plasma enhanced hydrogenation and forming gas anneal also exist. 
These generally depend on the hydrogen content of the starting a-Si:H material. PECVD deposited a-
Si:H material contain between 10 – 40 at. % of H while Low Pressure CVD (LPCVD) deposited a-Si:H 
materials usually contain much less H at ~ 5 at. %. Sputtered or evaporated a-Si:H material contain H 
ranging from < 1 at. % to around 3 at. %. Using a starting a-Si:H material with a relatively high 
hydrogen content, ex situ hydrogenation techniques are less effective compared to H deficient a-Si:H. 
In addition, ex situ hydrogenation techniques are diffusion dependent and diffusion rate is limited by 
the trap density of the a-Si:H material. Table 2.3 shows the summary of the properties of a typical high 




Fig 2.10 Effect of temperature and rf power on H passivation and defect density 
 
Table 2.3 Properties of typical high quality a-Si:H films [72] 
Bulk Hydrogen Content (CH) 15 – 25 at. % 
Bandgap (EG) 1.7 – 1.8 eV 
Density of States in the bandgap (DOS) (Annealed) 2 x 1015 cm-3 
Photo – to – dark conductivity ratio (σp/σd) ~ 105 - 106 
Electron mobility-lifetime product (µτ)electron 4 x 10-7 cm2/V 
Hole mobility-lifetime product (µτ)hole ~ 10-8 cm2/V 
 
As stated earlier, addition of dopant gases during a-Si:H growth can lead to the incorporation of 
dopants and therefore increase in the conductivity of the resultant film. However, in the continuous 
random network of a-Si:H film, the concept of defects as vacancies or interstitials are not valid, rather, 
coordination defects are used to describe an atom with fewer or more bonds than its valency suggests 
[73]. The incorporation of dopants such as B or P thus leads to the creation of coordination defects. To 
preserve charge neutrality, compensating defects are created within the band gap, a consequence of the 
modified 8 – N rule [77]. 
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Characterizing the defect concentration of a-Si:H material may be accomplished through Fourier 
Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. FTIR measures atomic vibrations at the bonds that can be 
used to map the materials bonding configuration. With the appropriate constants, FTIR can give 
quantitative values of hydrogen content in the a-Si:H film. It can also be used in a comparative mode 
where the film quality is measured relative to a control sample. For a-Si:H materials, FTIR peaks at 
2000 cm-1 correspond to Si-H bond while the peak at 2100 cm-1 corresponds to defective bonds of SiH2, 
clusters of SiH2 and other SiH2+n(n≥0) bond forms. Thus, the ratio of the 2000 cm-1/2100 cm-1 peaks, 
known as the film microstructure parameter, represents the quality of the film where higher ratios are 
indicative of high film quality while low ratio indicates a defective film. This ratio can be obtained by 
de-convoluting the FTIR peak around 2000 cm-1 into its 2000 cm-1 and 2100 cm-1 components. 
The disorder in a-Si:H matrix leads to scattering which causes its wavefunction to loose coherence, 
hence loss of conservation in its momentum. The loss of conservation of its momentum quantum 
number gives it a direct band gap of ~ 1.8 eV. This leads to a high absorption coefficient but also limits 
its use in absorbing long wavelength radiation. Even though increasing its thickness will lead to more 
absorption, the low carrier diffusion length unfortunately limits the ability to collect those photo-
generated carriers thus limiting its practical thickness to below ~ 2 µm in photodiodes and ~ 300 nm in 
solar cells. Efforts to overcome this limitation has generated interests in its integration with 1-D 
nanostructure to form 3-D materials [19] where scattering within the 1-D nanostructures during 




2.3 Optoelectronic and Switching Devices 
2.3.1 Photodetectors 
Photodetectors are devices that detect or measure photons by absorbing incident light and generating 
excess carriers in the semiconductor. The excess carriers generated are then converted into a measurable 
quantity which could be in form of current or voltage difference. Photodetectors have found 
applications in spectroscopy and characterization, range finders, motion detectors and position sensors, 
instrumentation and medical imaging, photography and optical communication, among others.  
 
Fig 2.11 Photo-detection process 
Semiconductor detectors (or photon detectors) work by internal photoelectric effect. This 
photoelectric effect is such that photo-generated or photo-excited carriers remain within the material. 
The processes involved from incident photon to read out can be summarized as shown in Fig 2.11. The 
incident photon is absorbed and electron – hole pairs are generated. The electron – hole pairs (also 
called excitons) are thereafter separated. This process is very fast in inorganic semiconductors due to 
its weak exciton binding energy and is often omitted. The generated (and separated) charge carriers are 
transported to the electrodes for collection and the collected carriers are sometimes amplified for read 
out. Photodetectors could be photodiodes or photoconductors and could be made from different 
materials. These materials generally have a detection range determined by their bandgap as given in 
Table 2.1. By changing the material or its optical properties such as can be realized using 3-D structures, 
photodetectors can be tuned to detect different aspects of the EM spectrum such as infrared. 
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2.3.2  Photoconductors 
Photoconductors are a type of photodetectors that are based on the photoconductivity of the absorbing 
material. Photoconductivity refers to any phenomena by which a change in conductivity follows 
absorption of light [25]. Photoconductors are current injection devices where exposure to radiation 
leads to changes in the materials’ resistance. These changes in resistance then cause changes in current 
or voltage. Detection mechanism is based on the measurement of such voltage or current changes in 
the output which can then be correlated to the incident radiation. 
 
Fig 2.12 Schematic structure of a photoconductor 
The structure of a typical photoconductor is shown in Fig 2.12. In photoconductors, only one type of 
charge carrier is involved. The carrier circulates under the influence of electric field through the device 
and in the external circuit. ON/OFF ratio, defined as the ratio between photo-generated current and 
dark current as given by equation 2.8, depends on the dark conductivity of the material. The longer 
length of the device between both contacts extends the distance that photo generated carriers need to 
travel, thus making the device switching slower than photodiodes. However, its simplicity makes it 
easy to realize and also makes it easy to tune across a wide range of operation. By replacing the absorber 












Photodiodes are another form of photodetectors. For a-Si:H thin films, the photodiode is typically a 
light sensitive p-i-n diode as shown in Fig 2.13. Incident photons of sufficient energy are absorbed at 
the depletion region of the diode thereby generating excess carriers. The photo-generated carriers are 
then swept out of the depletion region by the built-in or externally applied electric field to generate a 
photocurrent. As a photodetector, the photodiode is operated in reverse biased mode. This is such that 
the depletion region can be expanded and the junction capacitance reduced. 
Carrier conduction in a photodiode is by both electrons and holes. Here, both drift and diffusion 
transport mechanisms are employed. Within the depletion region, generated carriers are swept away by 
drift due to the built-in or applied electric field. Outside the depletion region, carrier transport is by 
diffusion. The length of the un-depleted region in this case then becomes an important parameter in 
determining the speed of the device.  
In a p-i-n photodiode, the depletion region extends across the length (thickness) of the intrinsic (i) 
region as shown in Fig 2.13. The thickness of the intrinsic region hence determines the amount of 
photons that can be absorbed. Its bandgap also determines the wavelength that can be absorbed. The 
doped layers that sandwich the intrinsic layer provide rectifying contacts [15]. They do not contribute 
to light sensitivity and are thus made very thin [16] in order to minimize parasitic light absorption. 
 
Fig 2.13 Schematic illustration of a pin photodiode structure and operation 
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The photodiode in forward bias can be described by the ideal diode equation given in equation 2.9 
where J0 is the saturation current density, V is the applied voltage, q is the electronic charge, kT is the 
thermal energy and n is the ideality factor, a measure of how ideal the diode is to an ideal diode. 




In reverse bias, no current is expected to flow. Even with no incident photon, a small amount of 
current can still be measured from a reverse biased photodiode. This current is called leakage or dark 
current and has components from the bulk, doped contacts or device edges [15]. In optimized devices, 
leakage current is dominated by thermally generated bulk current via mid gap states as given by 
equation 2.10 [77] where Jth is thermal current density, e is the electronic charge, N(EF) is the density 
of states at the Fermi Level, kT is the thermal energy, d is the intrinsic layer thickness and τ is the carrier 
relaxation time. 




Leakage current has an important implication as it determines to a great extent, the photodiode’s 
signal to noise ratio (SNR or ON/OFF ratio). The ON/OFF ratio, given in equation 2.8, determines how 
well a photodiode effectively detects incident radiation. A high dark current will reduce the signal to 
noise ratio of the photodiode by reducing the difference between the illuminated current and the non-
illuminated case. Typically, photodiodes exhibit very low dark currents in the range of 10-10 – 10-12 
A/cm2 [15]. Under a reverse bias, flow of charge carriers in a photodiode is suppressed. This 
suppression of charge carriers give photodiodes the ability to have low dark currents which could be 
lower than the materials’ intrinsic resistance and make them preferable to photoconductors for detector 
applications. The low dark currents then make them suitable for applications in image sensors [78] and 
other types of detectors. 
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The thickness and bandgap of the intrinsic layer of a p-i-n diode determines the wavelength of 
operation of the photodiode. Increasing the intrinsic layer thickness hence is expected to increase its 
absorption according to Beer Lambert’s law given in equation 2.2 and lead to longer wavelength 
operation. However, as the thickness of the photodiode is increased, the distance required for photo-
generated carriers to travel also increases, leading to increasing possibility of carrier recombination due 
to their short diffusion length. Similar to photoconductors, changing the intrinsic layer or modifying its 
optical properties will change the sensitivity of the photodiode across the EM spectrum. Employing a-
Si:H based 3-D material structure has the potential to engineer infrared sensitivity to photodiodes.  
2.3.4 Thin Film Transistors 
Thin-film transistors (TFTs) are a type of field-effect transistors (FETs) with three terminals – gate, 
source and drain – and utilize a thin film as the active conducting channel as schematic shown in Fig 
2.14. TFTs have found applications in displays, chemical sensors, and x-ray detectors [79]–[81] where 
emphasis is on large area coverage. They are switching devices as they can control current flowing 
between the drain and source (ID) by varying the voltage at the gate (VG). They are usually made on 
amorphous substrates using amorphous, polycrystalline or organic semiconductors. A-Si:H TFTs have 
intrinsic a-Si:H thin film as the channel layer. 
  
Fig 2.14 Schematic illustration of a TFT and MOSFET [82] 
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TTFs can be fabricated using a Back Channel Etched (BCE) process or Etch Stop (ES) process. In 
the BCE process, the gate electrode, dielectric layer, intrinsic layer and doped layer are deposited in 
that order. A back-channel etch is then used to separate the connected doped layers on the source and 
drain regions thereby enabling the intrinsic layer as the channel for accumulation of charge to flow 
from source to drain. In the ES process, an etch stop dielectric layer is included immediately after the 
intrinsic (channel) layer deposition. The etch stop layer then serves as the etch stop protection for the 
intrinsic channel layer during the isolation etching of the source and drain doped layers. The presence 
of an etch stop in the ES process protects the back channel from damage during the isolation etching. 
This however requires and extra mask for fabrication which makes it a more expensive process. The 
impact of the back channel damage of the BCE process can be minimized by post annealing. 
 
Fig 2.15 Schematic illustration of the operation of a TFT [81]; (b) Transfer characteristics of a 
typical a-Si:H TFT. Inset is typical output characteristics 
A-Si:H TFTs are typically n-type accumulation mode devices. The drain current (ID) from the TFT 
can be modelled using the gradual channel approximation model given in equation 2.11 where Cox is 
the capacitance per unit area, µFE is the field effect mobility, W is the channel width, L is the channel 
length, VG is the gate voltage, VT is the threshold voltage and VD is the drain voltage. As shown in Fig 
2.15 [81], a positive voltage on the gate accumulates electrons to the dielectric/semiconductor interface 
thereby creating a channel. The accumulation of electrons on the intrinsic channel reduces its resistivity 
thus enabling the electrons to conduct when a drain voltage is applied. When VG > VT (i.e. the gate 
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voltage reaches a threshold), a large number of charge carriers can flow from source to drain through 
the high conductive channel layer and the TFT is said to be in the ON state. 
 𝐼𝐷 = 𝐶𝑜𝑥𝜇𝐹𝐸
𝑊
𝐿






Fig 2.16 Typical (a) Output and (b) Transfer characteristics of a TFT. Inset of (b) is the transfer 
characteristics on linear scale 
 I-V characteristics of a TFT can be defined by output and transfer characteristics as shown in Fig 
2.16. The output characteristics show the relationship between the drain voltage and drain current at 
constant gate voltages and provide qualitative information about the device performance such as 
channel pinch off and contact resistance. The transfer characteristics show the relationship between the 
gate voltage and drain current and are a measure of the gate control. The ON/OFF ratio, defined as the 
ratio of the ON current (Ion) to the OFF current (Ioff) (Fig 2.16b), is a measure of the TFTs switching 
ability and can be obtained from the transfer characteristics in semi-log scale. In linear scale, the 
threshold voltage can be obtained and is given by the intercept on the voltage axis of a straight line fit 
to the ID-VG curve at low drain voltages. 
The ON state of a TFT involves two main regimes – the linear and saturation regions – determined 
by the drain voltage (VD) and the threshold voltage (VT). A TFT is in linear region when VD < VG – VT 




voltage becomes governed by equation 2.12 where the mobility is then known as the saturation 
















This chapter presents the development of 3-D materials system comprising of ZnO NW core and 
conformally coated a-Si:H shell. The synthesis of the ZnO NWs that serve as the backbone of the 3-D 
materials system is first presented in Section 3.1 while the characterization of the grown ZnO NWs is 
presented in Section 3.2. Process parameters and their effect on the morphology and properties of the 
ZnO NW network are discussed in Section 3.3. Conformal coating of the ZnO NWs with a-Si:H is 
presented in Section 3.4 including the characteristics of the coated films. 
3.1 Hydrothermal ZnO NW Synthesis 
The hydrothermal set up used here is a simple set up that consists of a hot plate, thermometer and 
glassware (covered with Al foil for optimum heat distribution) as shown in Fig 3.1. ZnO NWs were 
synthesized on different substrates such as Si or glass. The substrate was first cleaned using standard 
RCA-1 cleaning procedure. A seed layer was then deposited on the cleaned substrates. Different seed 
layers were studied as will be discussed later. The seeded substrates were then immersed into a 
hydrothermal bath containing solutions of zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO3)2.6H2O, Sigma Aldrich) 
and hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA) (C6H12N4, Sigma Aldrich). The growth process is affected by 
several conditions that include concentrations of the precursor salts, relative volumes of the solution 
mix, sample orientation, growth temperature, rate of temperature rise, single or multi-stage growth and 





Fig 3.1 Hydrothermal set up for the growth of ZnO NWs 
3.2 Zinc Oxide (ZnO) Nanowire (NW) Characterization 
The characterization of the zinc oxide nanowires (ZnO NWs) involved scanning electron microscope 
(SEM) micrographs of several sections of a given sample from where order, uniformity, density, length 
and diameter of the nanowires can be determined.  Order or disorder information were obtained by 
observing the orientation and spacing of the NWs from the SEM micrograph. Uniformity and density 
information were calculated from the plan view SEM micrographs of several sections of a given sample 
where the number of nanowires in a specified area was manually counted and the average number taken 
as a representative number. The length and diameter information were obtained from the cross-sectional 
SEM micrographs with the average value also taken as a representative number. The composition of 
the NWs were obtained from an Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) measurement attached to the SEM. 
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ZnO NWs grown by the hydrothermal technique are disordered as shown in Fig 3.2a. In its original 
growth technique, the ZnO NWs contained a lot of debris as shown in Fig 3.2b and Fig 3.2c. These 
debris are a consequence of the concurrent nucleation in the solution of random particles which do not 
attach to the seed as part of the desired NW. A simple orientation flip (Fig 3.2d) (from growth surface 
facing upwards to facing downwards) however, eliminated most of these debris as gravity allowed them 
to fall on the back of the substrates which can be easily wiped off. The grown ZnO NWs were composed 
mainly of Zn and oxygen (O) as shown by an Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectra (Fig 3.2e). The 
Si peak in the EDX spectra is due to the Si substrate on which the ZnO NWs were grown. 
  
 
Fig 3.2 (a) Disordered zinc oxide nanowires (ZnO NWs) grown from a hydrothermal solution; 
(b) Debris concurrently nucleating in the hydrothermal solution with the ZnO NWs; (c) 
Magnified image of the debris of (b); (d) Schematic illustration of substrate orientation flip to 
eliminate the debris on ZnO NWs; (e) EDX spectrum of typical ZnO NWs grown on a Si 
substrate. The Si peak is the contribution of the substrate 
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3.3 Control of Growth (Nanowire) Parameters 
3.3.1 Seed Layer and Density Control 
A seed layer is essential to crystallize the nanoparticle formation out of the supersaturated solution and 
onto the substrate [65], [68], [83]–[85]. In the absence of a seed layer, the nanoparticles would 
aggregate together within the solution to form micron or millimeter sized particles that would 
eventually turn the solution cloudy. The choice of the seed layer parameters also has other effects on 
the nanoparticle growth. For example, to a large extent, it dictates the density of the crystallized 
nanoparticles [68], the growth rate [84] and in some cases, the diameter and crystallinity [86]. 
Several seed layers have been reportedly used for hydrothermal growth. These include rf sputtered 
seed layers [68], [83], [84], [86] and spin coated nanoparticle seed layers [65], [85]. In this thesis, both 
the spin coated nanoparticle and rf sputtered seed layers were investigated but with focus on the latter.  
The nanoparticles used as a seed layer can be dispersed in water or in ethanol. The dispersed 
nanoparticles are spin coated onto a substrate and annealed to crystallize after which the substrate is 
then used for hydrothermal growth. While several groups have reported success with spin coated 
nanoparticle seed layer, this method requires extra diligence for sustained consistency. In the low NW 
density regime, control is relatively easy. However, for higher NW densities, the control becomes quite 
difficult. The variables that can affect the NW density from the nanoparticle seed layer process include 
concentration of the dispersed nanoparticle, the dispersant, the spinning recipe such as speed, 
acceleration and duration, the crystallization anneal temperature and time, the initial state of seed layer 
surface and the type of material on the surface, post seed layer handling including method of 
introduction into the hydrothermal solution [85] among others. Representative SEM micrographs of 




Fig 3.3 ZnO NWs grown from zinc acetate nanoparticles dispersed in (a) water; (b) ethanol 
On the other hand, the rf sputtered seed layer can control the NW density based on its thickness [68]. 
According to Liu et al., slight changes in thickness of the seed layer up to a threshold of 3.5 nm have 
significant effects on the density of the NWs, above which thickness changes have minimal effect [68]. 
In addition, according to the Ostwald-Freundlich relation given in equation 2.7, the threshold is a 
moving number determined by the type of surface the seed layer sits on. For example, under the same 
conditions, Fig 3.4 shows that different NW configurations were obtained when rf sputtered seed layer 
was used on prior patterned Cr substrate containing areas with Cr and glass surfaces. In a uniform 
surface however, changes in the thickness of the seed layer affect the density of the obtained NWs (Fig 
3.5) when all other factors are kept constant. In general, rf sputtered seed layers between ~ 0.7 – 1.2 
nm were used as the seed layer for the hydrothermally grown NWs presented in this thesis. The seed 
layer thickness was estimated by extrapolating it down from the thickness of a thick ZnO film based 
on its growth rate. The growth rate of the seed layer ZnO film was intentionally reduced to 0.07 nm/min 




Fig 3.4 ZnO NWs grown on patterned Cr substrates with the same seed layer and hydrothermal 
conditions applied but with different NW configurations on the Cr and glass sides of the 
substrate (a)0.81nm seed layer; (b) 0.96nm seed layer 
 
 
Fig 3.5 Seed Layer effect on density of ZnO NWs on Cr surface grown at 85°C (a) 0.72nm seed 
layer; (b) 0.90nm seed layer; (c) 0.96nm seed layer; (d) 1.00nm seed layer; (e) plot of seed layer 
























3.3.2 Growth Temperature Dependence 
The temperature of the hydrothermal growth is a very important factor for NW growth [65], [87]. In 
optimizing the growth temperature of the hydrothermal process used here, a temperature of 80°C was 
chosen for glass and molybdenum seed layer surfaces and 85°C for chromium seeded surfaces. The 
reasons for these two temperature sets, was to maintain similar NW density and properties from run to 
run. 
In general, as Fig 3.6 shows, temperatures below 60°C lead to nucleation of random nanostructures 
in the solution at very slow rates while temperatures above 85°C lead to formation of thick diameter 
NWs and very fast growth rates. High temperatures lead to higher growth rates by consuming Zn2+ ions 
faster leading to a milky solution very early into the hydrothermal growth and manifests in relatively 
larger diameter NWs. 
 
Fig 3.6 ZnO nanostructures obtained at varying temperatures (a) < 60°C; (b) 80°C; (c) 85°C 
An implication of the Ostwald-Freundlich equation (equation 2.7) as it relates the hydrothermal 
process, is that the seed layer and temperature have an inter-relationship. According to Fig 3.7, the same 
seed layer gave different NW densities when the nanowires were grown at different temperatures. As 
temperature increases, the nominal crystal size required for NW nucleation reduces thereby leading to 
higher NW densities as smaller crystal sizes that would otherwise be ineffective become effective in 
ZnO NW nucleation. This is in agreement with Xu and Gao [65] and can be extended to Fig 3.4. 
Lithographic patterning of the Cr surface deposited on a glass substrate exposed dissimilar surfaces 
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comprising of portions of Cr and glass with its attendant different surface properties and energies. The 
different surfaces (and energies) gave rise to different requirements for the minimum size of seed crystal 
needed for NW nucleation even though both surfaces were exposed to the same rf sputtering condition 
and nominal crystal sizes. This dissimilar requirement leads to a distortion in the distribution of 
effective crystal sizes on the different surfaces where a given nominal seed crystal size leads to higher 
supersaturation and therefore sufficient for nucleation in some areas (one surface) and lower 
supersaturation and therefore poorly effective in other areas (other surface). This difference in effective 
supersaturation under the same nominal crystal size but different surfaces then leads to different NW 
densities on the glass side and on the Cr side. In order to maintain similar NW density on the different 
surfaces, different growth temperatures were used with lower temperatures for glass and Mo surfaces 
while higher temperatures were used when Cr surface is involved. 
 
Fig 3.7 SEM micrographs of ZnO NWs grown on 0.72nm seed layer on Cr surface at (a) 85°C; 























3.3.3 Nanowire Length and Growth Rate 
The length of the nanowires depend greatly on the growth rate of the nanowires. The growth rate of the 
nanowires however depends on several factors such as duration of growth and solution volume. These 
factors affect the concentration of Zn2+ ions available in the solution for nucleation. The decrease in the 
concentration of Zn2+ ions within the first 2 hours of growth [57] implies that growth rate will reduce 
for longer growth time except the low concentration of Zn2+ ions are replenished. When the 
hydrothermal solution was replaced every 2 hours, the growth rate remained fairly constant. However, 
growing the nanowires non-stop for longer duration without solution replenishment reduced its overall 
growth rate and decreased the additional lengths added with time as shown in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1 – Growth rate of ZnO NWs with time and growth mode 
Duration 2hr 4hr 4hr 6hr 15hr 
Growth Mode Non-stop Replenished after 2hr Non-stop Non-stop Non-stop 
NW Length 1.5µm 3µm 2µm 2.5µm 4.5µm 
 
In addition to duration of growth, growth mode and solution volume, growth rate of ZnO NWs was 
also affected by growth temperature and NW density. As discussed in Section 3.3.2, higher temperature 
leads to a faster consumption of Zn2+ ions which in turn leads to faster nucleation and longer nanowires 
as shown in Table 3.2. Higher NW densities however spreads the available Zn2+ ions among the many 
nucleation points which reduces the overall elongation each NW experiences leading to slower growth. 
Table 3.2 – Nanowire lengths obtained after 4hr growth at different temperatures 
Growth temperature 80°C 85°C 




3.4 Hybrid Materials System 
3.4.1 Conformal Coverage Recipe Development 
Hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) is typically grown using a CVD type method as was 
discussed in Section 2.2.4. Here, a PECVD (Fig 3.8) method was used with its unique feature of low 
temperature processing. The use of a PECVD means the a-Si:H growth has to be optimized for 
conformal coverage since plasma deposition tends to be intermediate between the CVD and PVD 
extremes [16]. The process factors that affect the growth and properties of a-Si:H films grown in a 
PECVD include the gas flow rate, process pressure, rf power and temperature [16], [72] and have 
significant impact on the conformal coating process. The decomposition of silane (SiH4) in a PECVD 
chamber leads to the formation of both stable and unstable radicals and in some cases, ions. For CVD-
like conformal growth of a-Si:H film, surface reactions need to occur from the stable species [16], [72]. 
 
Fig 3.8 – Multi-chamber PECVD Cluster System 
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0.008 – 0.013 Determines growth rate 
Pressure 
(mT) 
250 – 1000 Affects growth rate. At very high pressures, film uniformity is 
impacted. Very high pressures can also affect plasma stability 
Temperature 
(°C) 
150 – 260 Affects growth rate. Can help correct uniformity problems 




20 – 50 (/0) Affects material quality. Determines chamber refresh rate at which 
fresh silane (SiH4) molecules are supplied. SiH4/H2 ratio also 
affects hydrogen incorporation and this affects material quality 
 
Table 3.3 shows the varied parameters and a summary of their effects. These effects are consistent 
with literature documentation [16]. When the rf power density was increased from 0.008W/cm2 to 
0.013W/cm2, the growth rate increased from ~ 3 nm/min to ~ 9 nm/min. This increase in growth rate is 
due increased dissociation of SiH4 molecules by the increased energy supplied by the increased rf 
power. Similarly, when the pressure was increased from 750 mT to 900 mT, the growth rate reduced 
from ~ 8 nm/min to ~ 3 nm/min. This reduction in growth rate with increasing pressure is due to the 
reduction in the mean free path between collisions. The low mean free path reduces the reactions at the 
growing surface due to the reduced average distance the stable radicals are able to travel. At very high 
pressures, film uniformity is affected and plasma becomes more unstable. The temperature of the 
growing surface also affects film growth. When the temperature was increased from 150°C to 220°C, 
growth rate increased from ~ 7 nm/min to ~ 9 nm/min. This increase in growth rate is due to the increase 
in surface energy of the growing surface thereby enabling more chemical reactions at the growing 
surface which then leads to higher growth rate. The higher surface energy of the growing surface also 
impacts the surface mobility of the growing species thereby improving film uniformity. In very high 
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pressure growth conditions, increasing the growth temperature corrected the uniformity problems 
created by the high-pressure environment. The precursor gas flow rate determines the residence time 
of gas species and dissociated radicals, and impacts the chamber refresh rate. These affect the quality 
of material produced by determining the rate of supply of fresh precursors into the chamber to replace 
dissociated and unstable radicals thereby preventing them from getting incorporated into the growing 
film. Addition of hydrogen gas improved the quality of the film and reduced the density of states by an 
order of magnitude (this will be further discussed in Chapter 4). 
The development of a conformal coating process was based on the need to slow down the rate of 
growth and give the species that will eventually get to the growing surface sufficient time to migrate 
around the surface and sidewalls of the 3-D morphology. 
The eventual a-Si:H conformal deposition recipe incorporated the following key effects: 
• A moderate power that is high enough to dissociate SiH4 molecules but significantly low to 
maintain a low growth rate and stable plasma 
• Moderately high gas flow and high chamber pressure to keep growth rate low and maintain 
high collision between radicals. The high collision between radicals is needed to lower the 
mean free path of the growing radicals and thus reduce the growth rate of the film while also 
refreshing the gas precursors and supplying fresh set of stable radicals for growth. This 
enables unstable radicals to be pumped out of the chamber before they can be incorporated 
into the growing film.  
The rationale behind this lies in the creation of a high gas refresh – high collision condition to 
engineer competition between the precursor radicals such that only the stable ones emerge with 
desirable properties such as high surface migration and low sticking coefficient to effectively coat the 
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sidewalls. The result is a conformally coated film on the NWs which preserved the 3-D morphology of 
the underlying NW network. 
This technique was also used to develop conformally coated doped a-Si:H, silicon nitride (a-SiNx) 
and silicon oxide (a-SiOx) films on the ZnO NWs. Table 3.4 shows the final parameters used for the a-
Si:H coating recipe. 
Table 3.4 Parameters Used for CVD Conformal Deposition of a-Si:H 
Process Parameter Process Value 





3.4.2 Film Coating 
The conformal coating characteristics of the coated films were evaluated by two main techniques. The 
first method involves determining the etch selectivity of the underlying ZnO NWs. Given that ZnO 
materials readily etch in hydrochloric acid (HCl), uncoated or poorly coated ZnO NWs will etch readily 
in HCl compared to conformally coated NWs. Uncoated, poorly coated and conformally coated samples 
were subjected to a 2 % HCl etch test. The uncoated samples etched completely within a few seconds 
of immersion into the wet etchant. The poorly coated samples experienced undercutting of the 
underlying ZnO NWs which led to a collapse of the top film and manifested in peel offs observed 
floating in the HCl solution. This peel off occurred because the coated film had no adhesion to the 
substrate but to the top of the ZnO NWs that etched through the gaps in the coating, releasing the films. 




The second test for the conformal coating was done using a scanning electron microscope (SEM). 
Fig 3.9 shows typical SEM micrographs of uncoated, poorly coated and conformally coated samples 
and their cross sections. For the conformally coated sample (Fig 3.9c), the figures show that the 
conformal coating was done through the length of the NWs with similar final diameters for the NWs 
both at the base and along its length. In addition, a closer look at the edge of the coated samples (Fig 
3.9d) shows that the hexagonal structure of the underlying ZnO NW was preserved. The poorly coated 
samples show a textured-like surface instead of the original 3-D morphology (Fig 3.9b). A closer look 
at the cross sectional SEM image reveals voids from which the HCl solution could attack the ZnO 
material leading to undercutting. 
 
Fig 3.9 - SEM micrographs of (a) Uncoated ZnO NW sample. Inset is the cross sectional SEM 
image; (b) Poorly a-Si:H coated ZnO NW sample (inset is the cross sectional SEM image); (c) 
Conformal a-Si:H coated ZnO NW sample (inset is the cross sectional SEM image showing the 
uniform diameter of the coated NWs across its length); (d) Zoomed SEM micrograph of 
conformal a-Si:H coated ZnO NW. The hexagonal edges of the ZnO NW is preserved even with 
the coating and NW intersections and graciously coated. Scale bars of insets are 500nm 
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An important consideration in developing and preserving the conformal coating process is the NW 
length vs film thickness (NvF) factor (Fig 3.10). For a given NW density, there is a limit to how much 
film that can be added before the 3-D morphology gets consumed. This consideration relates the NW 
density to the conformal coating process. Thus, the maximum thickness of a film that can be 
conformally coated on a NW network is less than or equal to half of the average separation between 
the NWs. Above that thickness, there will be no free space for lateral growth of additional film and all 
additional film growth will occur at the top surface. This argument can also be applied to the starting 
NW density. If the starting NW density is too high such that the spacing between the NWs is too small, 
this will provide less room for subsequent a-Si:H film to grow on the NW sidewalls and good conformal 
coverage will be hard to achieve. At very low NW densities, special attention to recipe optimization 
becomes less critical. 
 
Fig 3.10 SEM micrograph of different NvF factors and their impact on the conformal 3-D 
morphology (a) NvF=22; (b) NvF=9; (c)NvF=1.2 
3.5 Summary 
This chapter presented the set-up and demonstration of the hydrothermal technique for the growth of 
ZnO NWs. The various process conditions and how they affect the NWs obtained have also been 
studied and presented. At seed layers between 0.72 nm – 1.0 nm and temperatures between 80°C to 
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95°C (depending on seed layer surface used), NW densities of between 1.01 x 109 and 2.1 x 1010 
NWs/cm2 were obtained. Conformal coating of the NWs with a-Si:H has also been demonstrated. Cross 
sectional SEM micrographs show the films are coated from the base of the NWs and etch selectivity 





Optical Properties of Hybrid NW – a-Si:H Core Shell Structures 
This chapter presents a discussion on the optical properties of 3-D material systems made up of a-Si:H 
shell coated on ZnO NW cores. Section 4.1 presents the optical results from UV-Vis-IR measurements 
and in Section 4.2, the relative contribution of the constituent materials in the 3-D material system to 
infrared absorption is explored. The effects of several processing steps that have the capacity to 
influence the material properties are evaluated. Electrical results are also included as additional proof. 
Section 4.3 focuses on the contribution of defects in a-Si:H to the observed infrared properties. This 
section also includes results and discussion of the several variations of a-Si:H defect concentration and 
their correlation to infrared response and concludes with results of doped a-Si:H experiments. 
4.1 3-D Material Optical Results 
 
Fig 4.1 Visual Inspection of (a) Uncoated ZnO NWs on glass substrate; (b) Planar a-Si:H film 
on glass; (c) a-Si:H coated ZnO NWs on glass 
By visual inspection, 3-D hybrid ZnO NW – a-Si:H structures appear dark with a diffuse matte 
appearance while planar a-Si:H film looks glossy as shown in Fig 4.1. This dark appearance is expected 
to translate into better optical absorption properties due to enhanced light scattering of the NW 
array. 
Optical absorption measurements were made using a Perkin Elma Lambda 5000 UV-Vis-NIR 
spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere. The absorption spectra (A) was obtained from 
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the measurement of the sample’s total reflectance (R) and total transmission (T) across the wavelength 
range from 300 nm to 2.5 µm using the relation 
 𝐴 + 𝑅 + 𝑇 = 100 4.1 
Fig 4.2a shows a representative absorption spectra of bare ZnO NW, planar a-Si:H and a-Si:H coated 
ZnO NW. The transmission and reflection spectra of planar a-Si:H and a-Si:H coated ZnO NW is also 
shown in (b) and (c). 
 
Fig 4.2 (a) Absorption spectra of 500nm planar a-Si:H, 5.5µm ZnO NWs and 500nm a-Si:H 
coated on 5.5µm ZnO NWs; (b) Reflection and (c) Transmission spectra of spectra of 500nm 
planar a-Si:H and 500nm a-Si:H coated on 5.5µm ZnO NWs 
Across all wavelengths measured, absorption was enhanced for the 3-D material relative to the planar 
a-Si:H. This enhancement can be seen both in intensity of absorption spectra at any given wavelength 
and in its broadband characteristics extending beyond the ~ 700 nm cut off wavelength for planar a-
Si:H material. The absorption spectra of the 3-D material structure shows a red shift relative to the 







Fig 4.3 (a) Reflection spectra of a-Si:H films on different surfaces from smooth to 3-D structure; 
(b) SEM micrographs of a-Si:H films on rough (sandblasted) substrate; (c) 3-D nanowire 
structure and (d) 3-D nanowire structure showing how increasing a-Si:H thickness affects the 
morphology with a graduate change from 3-D to texture-like  
The transmission and reflection spectra of Fig 4.2b and c shows that while the planar film showed 
Fabry-Perot oscillations, the oscillations are absent in the 3-D structured materials. The absence of the 
Fabry-Perot oscillations is a consequence of the scattering induced by the 3-D morphology. This effect 
can further be seen in the reflection spectra of Fig 4.3. Fig 4.3a shows the reflectivity results of 4 
additional samples with a gradual change in surface morphology from planar to a rough substrate with 
corresponding SEM micrographs. A reduction in the Fabry-Perot oscillations in the reflection spectra 
can be seen as the film roughness increases, first with the sandblasted sample (sandblasted glass 
a 
d b c 
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substrate prior a-Si:H deposition) (Fig 4.3b) until it is completely eliminated in the 3-D sample (200 
nm a-Si:H on 3 µm ZnO NWs) (Fig 4.3c). Further increasing the thickness of the a-Si:H coating on the 
ZnO NWs without a commensurate increase in the NW length results in a surface morphology that 
begins to mimic a textured film (Fig 4.3d) showing a gradual return of the Fabry-Perot oscillations. 
This gradual return of the Fabry-Perot oscillations has a relationship with the shell coating process as 
captured by the NvF Factor introduced in section 3.4.2 (Fig 3.10) and has implications for the infrared 
response of the hybrid material structure as is further discussed in section 4.3 (Fig 4.12). 
Optical absorption reports of 3-D materials show that materials with 3-D morphology generally 
absorb more than their 2-D counterparts. For Si NW materials, these absorption enhancements are 
reportedly from strong light trapping [17], increased scattering resulting in reduced reflectivity [18], 
[45], defect state absorption [88], and excitation of resonance modes [45]. For a-Si:H 3-D structures, 
modelling results presented in section 2.2.1 revealed increased effective thickness and red light 
response. 
4.2 Relative Absorption Contribution from ZnO and a-Si:H  
The observed absorption at infrared wavelengths seen in Fig 4.2 could be due to the ZnO NWs or the 
a-Si:H coating or a combination of both. The conformal coating process for fabricating these 3-D 
material structures could impact the properties of either material. For instance, the process of coating 
a-Si:H on the ZnO NWs subjects the NWs to vacuum pumping, thermal annealing and plasma 
treatment. Similarly, the coating of a-Si:H on ZnO NWs subjects the a-Si:H coating process to different 
surfaces which might affect the surface reactions leading to different material properties. The 
investigation of the contribution or relative contribution of each material type is hence necessary for 
complete understanding of this phenomenon. 
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While undoped ZnO materials show no absorption in both visible and infrared regions, metal doped 
ZnO materials absorb light in the infrared wavelength region [89]–[91]. This absorption is usually 
attributed to free carriers and plasmonic oscillations from carriers generated by the presence of the 
metallic dopants [89], [90]. Hydrogen plasma treatment has also been shown to increase the 
conductivity of ZnO materials by introducing shallow donor states and interstitial hydrogen [92]. This 
increased conductivity in the absence of metal dopants however have not been shown to translate into 
infrared absorption [92]. 
 
 
Fig 4.4 Absorption spectra of Uncoated ZnO NWs and SiOx, SiNx and dual SiOx and a-Si:H 
coated ZnO NWs 
Fig 4.4 shows the absorption spectra of uncoated ZnO NWs and ZnO NWs conformally coated with 
silicon nitride (SiNx) and silicon oxide (SiOx) materials. As expected, the undoped ZnO NWs do not 
show absorption in the infrared region. Also, the figure shows that both the SiOx and the SiNx coated 
ZnO NW samples do not show any noticeable absorption both in the visible and infrared regions. The 
absorption in the ultraviolet region for all the samples is due to ZnO, with a band gap of 3.3 eV which 
corresponds to 375 nm wavelength. The absence of absorption with both SiOx and SiNx coated samples 
in the visible and infrared regions implies that the infrared absorption is not primarily due to the ZnO 
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NW or the ZnO NW interface with SiOx or SiNx. The addition of a-Si:H coating on top of SiOx coated 
ZnO NW sample and its attendant absorption shows the dependence of this absorption primarily on the 
a-Si:H material. As seen, the absorption of the ZnO NW/SiOx/a-Si:H material system of Fig 4.4 is 
similar to that of ZnO NW/a-Si:H material system of Fig 4.2a. The infrared absorption of the ZnO 
NW/SiOx/a-Si:H material system of Fig 4.4 also indicates that the absorption of ZnO NW/a-Si:H 
material system of Fig 4.2a is not be dependent on the ZnO NW/a-Si:H interface. The inclusion of SiOx 
between the ZnO NW and a-Si:H interface distorts any unique properties the ZnO NW/a-Si:H interface 
may have and would suppress the infrared absorption if such absorption is dependent on the ZnO NW/a-
Si:H interface. The correlation of infrared absorption to the only sample with a-Si:H material suggests 
that a-Si:H material is the primary driver for infrared absorption in this structure. 
As stated earlier, H plasma treatment has been shown to increase the conductivity of ZnO materials. 
Conformal coating of a-Si:H, SiOx and SiNx requires the decomposition of SiH4 precursor gas. This 
decomposition among other radicals, releases H atoms and molecules which could interact with the 
ZnO NWs. However as Fig 4.4 shows, the interaction of these H radicals from SiH4 decomposition 
with ZnO NWs had no impact during the SiNx and SiOx conformal coating process. The H radicals 
available during the subsequent conformal coating of a-Si:H film will have no impact on the ZnO NWs 
as the ZnO NW/SiOx materials system is already conformally coated with SiOx which shields the 




Fig 4.5 Absorption spectra of as-grown ZnO NWs, annealed ZnO NWs and hydrogen plasma 
treated ZnO NWs 
To further evaluate the impact of various treatments (H plasma and annealing) on ZnO NWs as they 
relate to the infrared absorption of the 3-D materials, Fig 4.5 shows the absorption spectra of as grown 
ZnO NWs and ZnO NWs subjected to H plasma (250°C, 60 minutes) and annealing (360°C, 60 
minutes) treatments while Table 4.1 shows the conductivity changes of ZnO films with these 
treatments. The results show that these treatments had minimal effect on the infrared absorption of ZnO 
NWs. While 60 minutes H plasma treatment had ~ 10 orders of magnitude effect on the conductivity 
of ZnO film (Table 4.1), the H plasma treatment result shows that in the absence of a-Si:H material, 
ZnO NWs do not significantly absorb infrared even with focused H plasma treatment (Fig 4.5). Despite 
the high number of free carriers created by the H plasma treatment as signified by its conductivity 
change, the optical absorption is only 6.9 % at 2.3 µm wavelength. This further confirms that the H 
radicals generated during SiH4 decomposition had little impact on the infrared absorption of ZnO 
NW/a-Si:H materials system. Annealing treatments up to 360°C also had no significant impact on both 
the conductivity of the ZnO film and the optical absorption of the ZnO NW. 
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Table 4.1 ZnO Conductivity Changes with Annealing and Hydrogen Plasma Treatments 
ZnO Treatment Conductivity (Ωcm)-1 Absorption @ 2.3µm (%) 
ZnO (as dep) 3.0 x 10-11 0.2 
ZnO + 360°C Vacuum Anneal 3.1 x 10-11 0.5 
ZnO + 30 minutes H Plasma Treatment 6.7 x 10-2 - 
ZnO + 60 minutes H Plasma Treatment 1.5 x 10-1 6.9 
  
Fig 4.6 Absorption spectra of 350nm a-Si:H coated ZnO NWs subjected to different durations 
of hydrogen plasma before a-Si:H coating 
To additionally eliminate the effect of H plasma on ZnO NWs and further assess the relative 
contribution of ZnO NWs on the infrared absorption of the 3-D ZnO NW – a-Si:H structure, Fig 4.6 
shows absorption spectra of ZnO NWs subjected to different durations of hydrogen plasma treatment 
prior to conformal a-Si:H coating. As shown in Table 4.1, the conductivity of ZnO film increases 
rapidly during the first 30 minutes of H plasma treatment and then slows down. This trend is followed 
in Fig 4.6 where the H plasma treatment caused a 6.5 % change in infrared absorption at 2.3 µm 
wavelength of a-Si:H coated sample after 30 minutes of prior H plasma treatment relative to the sample 
with no H plasma treatment. Beyond 30 minutes, the change in infrared absorption saturates and shows 
no further increase as the duration of prior H plasma treatment increases. This observation suggests that 
the additional increase in free carriers generated by prolonged exposure to hydrogen plasma had little 
effect on infrared absorption afterwards. The 6.5 % increase in infrared absorption with prior H plasma 
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treatment of ZnO NWs signifies the maximum contribution of ZnO NWs to the infrared absorption and 
is in line with the change observed in Fig 4.5. With no additional H plasma treatment, 25 nm a-Si:H 
coating is achieved within 4 minutes of coating thus implying the ZnO NWs are exposed to the SiH4 
plasma for less than 4 minutes before they are fully covered and shielded.  
Table 4.2 Change in Infrared Absorption for Prior H plasma Treated a-Si:H coated NWs 
Material Absorption 
at 2.3µm (%) 
Change in 
Absorption (%) 
ZnO NW + 500nm a-Si:H coating 28.4 0 
ZnO NW + 30min H plasma treatment + 500nm a-Si:H coating 34.9 6.5 
ZnO NW + 60min H plasma treatment + 500nm a-Si:H coating 33.9 5.5 
 
Furthermore, electrical photoconductivity measurements were made to isolate the dominant optical-
absorption material. Fig 4.7 shows the schematic structure of planar and 3-D photoconductors and their 
infrared response. An intentional 5 µm gap was created in the 3-D photoconductor between the edge of 
the ZnO NWs and the contacts to isolate the ZnO NWs from the contacts such that currents measured 
will be due to the a-Si:H only. In this structure, the ZnO NW will enable the 3-D morphology while 
also isolated from the contacts and therefore make no contribution to measured infrared response. 
Additional isolation can be realized with a thin conformal silicon nitride (SiNx) before the a-Si:H 
coating. The addition of SiNx before a-Si:H coating has no effect on device performance since SiNx can 
be conformally coated over the ZnO NWs, and the contacts are only deposited after the a-Si:H coating. 
An infrared LED of 1.55 µm wavelength was used as the infrared source to excite the photoconductors 
in addition to white light from the probe station. The results show two orders of magnitude difference 
between the dark current density and infrared-generated current density in the 3-D photoconductor 
while the planar photoconductor has a more subdued difference. The presence of the gap between the 
contacts and the ZnO NWs isolates the ZnO NW contribution and confirms that infrared absorption is 
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primarily from the a-Si:H coating. In addition, the presence of some infrared response from the planar 
a-Si:H photoconductor shows a-Si:H could absorb infrared if properly tuned, and eliminates the ZnO 
NWs as the primary contributor of the infrared absorption. However, such absorption in a-Si:H can 
significantly be increased in a 3-D morphology that enables thicker effective film and lower reflection 
as demonstrated by the 3-D photoconductor results. 
 
Fig 4.7 Photoconductivity results of planar and 3-D photoconductors with incorporated NW 
gap for isolating the contribution of ZnO NWs 
4.3 Defect Mediated Absorption 
In the previous section, it was established that a-Si:H is the dominant absorber material contributing to 
the infrared absorption. This proposition does not negate the role of ZnO NWs in providing the 3-D 
morphology that has enabled the infrared absorption. In this section, the phenomena driving the 
absorption in a-Si:H is explored. 
Defects in a-Si:H has huge implications on its material properties, which affect device performance 
and stability. The control of defects in a-Si:H is therefore very important for device application. 
Numerical modelling shows that sub-band-gap optical photoconductivity in a-Si:H is related to mid-
gap states density and distribution [93]. Yahya et al. showed that mid-gap defect density increases with 
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decrease in H concentration in the a-Si:H film [94]. It has also been shown that a-Si:H grown from pure 
SiH4 with less H dilution produces a material containing higher concentration of the defective Si-H2 
bonds than those grown with H dilution [95]. 
 
Fig 4.8 Typical absorption spectrum of a-Si:H coated ZnO NW divided into three distinct regions; 
(b)Density of states diagram of a-Si:H material showing possible transitions. 
Infrared absorption in the a-Si:H shell of the 3-D material system could be primarily defect mediated. 
Defect states within the tail states and mid gap provide low-energy secondary states that enable infrared 
absorption. This concept can be understood with the aid of Fig 4.8. Here the absorption profile is 
divided into 3 Regions. Region I corresponds to band-to-band transitions and is the dominant 
mechanism for high energy (λ ≤ 750 nm) absorption within the visible spectrum. Region II corresponds 
to transitions between the tail states as shown in the density of states diagram. The concentration of 
states within the valence and conduction band tail states or the amount of light interaction with these 
states thus dictate the extent of transitions within this region. Therefore, increasing or decreasing the 
concentration of the tail states of the coated a-Si:H shell would increase or decrease the absorption in 
this region accordingly thereby changing the slope at the boundary of Regions I and II or within Region 




mediated transition is that more defective a-Si:H shell containing elevated concentration of mid-gap 
states will lead to higher absorption in Region III. 
Defect mediated absorption in conjunction with scattering and effective thickness enhancement could 
be responsible for the red shift observed between the planar a-Si:H and hybrid ZnO NW – a-Si:H core-
shell structures of Fig 4.2a. In this case, the red shift can be categorized into Region II absorption and 
primarily influenced by the tail states within the planar and coated a-Si:H films. In contrast to the 3-D 
morphology, the short interaction length of the planar surface is not sufficient to enable these tail states 
to become optically active. Increasing the interaction length of light with the tail states as the material 
transforms to a 3-D structure leads to a red shift in its absorption spectra due to increase in transition 
of between valence band tail states to conduction band tail states (Fig 4.9a). 
  
Fig 4.9 (a) Schematic illustration of the origin of the red shift between planar and 3-D a-Si:H 
structures; (b) Transmission spectra of a-Si:H film on different surface morphologies 
This transition is supported by the transmission spectra of the samples with varying morphology (Fig 
4.3b-c) as shown in Fig 4.9b. The zero-transmission edge can be used to correlate the absorption edge 
and red shift as it also represents the region where the optical absorption is highest (and reflection 




edge red shifts by ~ 30 nm (80 meV) for the textured surface and ~ 130 nm (290 meV) for the 3-D 
surface. For the 3-D morphology, this corresponds to absorption from states that are ~ 145 meV from 
the a-Si:H mobility edges and is within ~ 400 meV and 200 meV of typical valence and conduction 
band tails of a-Si:H films, respectively [16]. 
4.3.1 Amorphous Silicon Material and Defect Characterization 
In order to further investigate the defect mediated hypothesis, materials with varying defect 
concentrations are needed. In Chapter 2, it was observed that density of defects in a-Si:H can be varied 
by H passivation. To further this, two a-Si:H thin films were investigated. Recipe A was grown with 
pure SiH4 gas while recipe B was grown with H2 diluted SiH4 at a SiH4/H2 ratio of 1/5. The 
microstructure of the a-Si:H films was investigated using FTIR. Here, two typical peaks investigated 
are 2000 cm-1 corresponding to typical Si-H bond and 2100 cm-1 corresponding to defective bonds of 
Si-H2. 
 
Fig 4.10 FTIR Gaussian fit and de-convoluted peaks of (a) recipe A; (b) recipe B 
The FTIR peaks are shown in Fig 4.10 while Table 4.3 gives their microstructure parameter values 
(or ratio of the 2000 cm-1/2100 cm-1 peaks). For these a-Si:H recipes, the film microstructure parameter 
corresponds to 3.3 for recipe A and 36 for recipe B. Expectedly, it was found that H2 dilution in SiH4 
gas mix during the deposition process suppressed the formation of defective Si-H2 bonds in the a-Si:H 




In addition, transient measurements (additional details on the transient measurements are given in 
sections 6.5.2 and 6.5.3) of a fabricated p-i-n diode using both recipes as the intrinsic layer confirmed 
recipe A is more defective with density of states at the Fermi level calculated as 2.53 × 1017 cm-3 while 
that of recipe B was found to be 5.54 × 1016 cm-3. 
  
Fig 4.11 Absorption spectra of coated ZnO NWs using a-Si:H coating recipes with different 
hydrogen dilution showing increased IR absorption in Region III 
Absorption spectra of recipe A and recipe B coated ZnO NWs are shown in Fig 4.11 while the table 
summarizing their parameters is shown in Table 4.3. It is obvious from Fig 4.11 that recipe A 
corresponding to the more defective a-Si:H material absorbs more than recipe B. At a wavelength of 
2.3 µm, the difference in absorption is ~ 83%. This difference in absorption is also mostly in Region 
III. The increase in defect density between both materials is mostly within the band gap (Fig 4.11) thus 
contributing more towards Region III infrared absorption. 
Table 4.3 FTIR Microstructure parameter of a-Si:H recipes 
 Recipe A Recipe B 
SiH4:H2 ratio 50:0 1:5 
FTIR Microstructure 3.3 36 
Density of states (N(EF)) (cm-3) 2.53 x 1017 5.46 x 1016 




The defect mediated infrared absorption is further supported by the optical absorption results shown 
in Fig 4.12. The results show that within a strong scattering regime, changes in a-Si:H thickness and 
ZnO NW length greatly affect the intensity of absorbed infrared radiation.  
 
Fig 4.12 Absorption spectra (a) Varying ZnO NW length; (b) Varying a-Si:H thickness; (c) 
Showing the limits of increasing a-Si:H thickness on shorter ZnO NWs; (d) Schematic 
illustration of changing shell volume with (a) or (b) 
For the same a-Si:H recipe with its characteristic density of defect states determined by the its H 
dilution, increasing the thickness of coated a-Si:H film or the aspect ratio on which the film is coated 
increased the number of defects in the resulting material system. In Fig 4.12a with a uniform thickness 
for the a-Si:H shell of 600 nm, increasing the length of the ZnO NWs from 300 nm to 11 µm led to an 







magnitude increase in volume of coated a-Si:H shell translates to a similar increase in the number of 
defects. Similarly, increasing the thickness of the a-Si:H shell (Fig 4.12b) from 150 nm to 600 nm while 
keeping the NW length constant at 11 µm also led to increase in the volume of a-Si:H coated from ~ 
1.84 x 10-12 cm3 to 1.75 x 10-11 cm3. This order of magnitude increase in a-Si:H volume also translates 
to a similar increase in the number of defects. These increase in the number of available defects impacts 
the infrared absorption. The increase in both techniques follows from the same effect they have on the 
number of available defects and is in agreement with the model presented in Fig 2.6. 
Fig 4.12c is an optical verification of Fig 3.10 where it was established that the NvF factor plays a 
role in both the enhancement in effective length and 3-D morphology. Regardless of the number of 
available defects due to the increased thickness of a-Si:H, the degradation of the 3-D morphology by 
such increased a-Si:H thickness without a commensurate increase in ZnO NW length will reduce the 
scattering from the structure and dampen the infrared absorption. 
4.3.2 Hydrogen Evolution 
For a-Si:H, hydrogen can be evolved from a combination of trapped molecular hydrogen [96] and 
broken Si-H bonds [16] by thermal annealing. The anneal temperature provides the energy required to 
break these bonds and release the hydrogen. Due to the considerable binding energy of interstitial 
hydrogen, energies lower than the bond energies of Si-H bonds are often sufficient to release hydrogen 
from a Si-H bond into an interstitial site [16]. The interstitial atomic hydrogen could then combine with 
other released atomic hydrogen and evolve as molecular hydrogen. 
In addition to hydrogen evolution, annealing a-Si:H materials also leads to a redistribution of 
hydrogen within the material [16]. The anneal leaves the material more defective. FTIR microstructure 
analysis of annealed a-Si:H samples shown in Table 4.4 shows the correlation between annealing 
temperature and a-Si:H microstructure. This is anticipated as higher annealing temperatures lead to 
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higher out-diffusion of hydrogen due to more thermal energy available to break weak Si and H 
containing bonds. Defect creation by annealing causes more mid-gap states to be formed as more 
dangling bonds are exposed thus making the material more defective (Table 4.4) and leading to more 
absorption expected in Region III. 
Table 4.4 FTIR Microstructure Parameters of a-Si:H Degradation with 9 Hours Annealing 
 150°C (as dep) 220°C 300°C 380°C 
FTIR Microstructure Parameter 3.3 2.7 2.0 1.5 
 
When subjected to varying vacuum annealing temperatures for ~ 9 hours, a-Si:H coated materials 
show an increase in infrared absorption with increase in annealing temperature as shown in Fig 4.13a. 
This increase in absorption occurs mostly in Region III in agreement with the initial hypothesis and 
results, and is caused mainly by increase in mid-gap defect concentration due to the annealing. The 
absorption enhancement factor (β) (defined as difference between the measured absorption intensity of 
a post-processed sample and the initial as-dep absorption intensity at the wavelength of interest) 
calculated at 2.3 µm tracks the degradation as obtained from the FTIR microstructure parameter until 
it saturates at 300°C (Fig 4.13c). At 300°C, the infrared absorption intensity at 73 % is already high 
and the limitation to further absorption greatly shifts to the 3-D structure’s reflectivity as can be deduced 
from its transmission result (Fig 4.13b). The transmitted intensities of the as-deposited sample and 
sample annealed at a temperature of 220°C showed higher transmission at infrared wavelengths above 
2 µm. The higher transmission of the as-deposited and 220°C annealed samples indicate there is still 
room for further absorption as some incident photons are passing through the material unabsorbed. This 
is in contrast to transmitted intensities of the 300°C and 380°C annealed samples which compares with 
the machine noise level indicating saturation of absorption (Fig 4.13b). This result also indicates no 
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further absorption is possible since no significant photons can be detected passing through the sample 
unabsorbed. 
 
Fig 4.13 Effect of annealing on defect concentration and annealing of 3-D a-Si:H coated ZnO 
NW samples. (a) Absorption spectra of as dep, 220°C, 300°C and 380°C post annealed samples; 
(b) Transmission spectra of (a); (c) Absorption enhancement factor (β) at 2.3µm wavelength 
and FTIR microstructure parameter showing strong correlation of materials’ defect profile 
4.3.3 Doped Amorphous Silicon 
Varying the number of defects in the manners described in previous sections however maintains the 
distribution of the defects leading to a preservation of the general shape of the absorption curve. Doping 
a-Si:H materials however creates additional defects and changes its defect distribution [16], [97], and 
would lead to a change in the shape of the absorption curve. The addition of dopants to the a-Si:H 
matrix increases the density of states in the bandgap and is distributed as shown in Fig 4.14 [16]. The 
density of states distribution shows the presence of a significant amount of tail states. This increased 
density of tail states which is induced by doping and distributed according to the type of dopant 
involved, also causes increased levels of gap states as a consequence of the modified 8 – N rule [16], 
[77]. Using deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS), Yongchang et al. found that the tail states of 
phosphorus doped a-Si:H materials extends by ~ 0.45eV into the band gap from the conduction band 
edge [97]. Similarly, for boron doped samples, the tail states extend towards the band gap from the 
valence band edge by a similar energy [16]. The increased density of tail states will then impact the 
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absorption in Region II of Fig 4.11 which will eventually lead to a change in the slope at the Region I 
and II boundary. In addition to increased density of tail states, the energy range over which these 
additional states are distributed will lead to a reduction in the minimum energy required for such tail-
state – to – tail-state transition. This will then enable tail-state – to – tail-state transitions or tail-state – 
to – conduction-band transitions in the energy range between 0.7 eV to 1.5 eV corresponding to 800 
nm – 1.7 µm. 
 
Fig 4.14 Density of states distribution of doped a-Si:H [16] 
To verify this, different boron doped a-Si:H materials were developed by varying the diborane (B2H6) 
flow rate. As shown in Table 4.5, adding dopant gas (B2H6 for p+) to SiH4 gas flow leads to varying 
conductivity of the doped a-Si:H film. Carrier concentration of such films can be estimated as a 
correlation of its tail state defects. The relationship between conductivity and carrier concentration is 
given by equation 4.2 where σ is the material conductivity, n is the carrier concentration, e is the 
electronic charge and µ is the drift mobility. Conductivity results of the boron doped a-Si:H films as 
given in Table 4.5, show about one order of magnitude increase in the conductivity of the doped samples 
with increasing B2H6 flow and 103-104 difference with the undoped a-Si:H material. The increase in 
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conductivity of the doped samples as B2H6 concentration increases indicates increase in doping which 
leads to increase in tail state defect concentration. 
 𝜎 = 𝑛𝑒𝜇 4.2 
To further verify this, the dopant concentration, which is a measure of the density of defect states of 
the doped material was calculated. The variation of defect density with doping level in doped a-Si:H 
materials is given by equation 4.3 where ND is the defect density of states or dopant concentration and 
Cg is molecular concentration of the dopant in the gas phase [16]. The dopant concentration given in 
Table 4.5 shows a clear increase in the defect concentration of the boron doped a-Si:H films as the flow 
rate of B2H6 is increased. 















a-Si:H B2H6/PH3 - 0 1.72 x 10-9 2.66 x 1010 - 
p+ a-Si:H  
B2H6 - 10 4.76 x 10-6 7.43 x 1013 8.32 x 10
17 
B2H6 – 30 8.33 x 10-6 1.35 x 1014 1.34 x 10
18 
B2H6 - 50 1.64 x 10-5 2.55 x 1014 1.63 x 10
18 
 
When ZnO NWs were coated with boron doped a-Si:H thin film, infrared absorption increases,  
further confirming the defect mediated absorption with changing defect density. Absorption spectra of 
ZnO NWs coated with the various boron doped a-Si:H shell is shown in Fig 4.15. From the figure, it 
can be seen that as boron doping increases (Table 4.5), Region II absorption increases. This increase in 
absorption between 800 nm – 1.7 µm leads to a softening of the falling slope and shifts the minimum 
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absorption from a wavelength of around 800 nm for the undoped a-Si:H shell corresponding to the 
energy difference of the valence and conduction band tails, to wavelengths around 1.5 µm, 1.6 µm and 
1.7 µm for recipes with B2H6 flow rates of 10, 30 and 50 sccm respectively, corresponding to the 
lowering energy difference between the valence and conduction band tail states of the doped samples. 
This lowering of the energy difference between the valence and conduction band tail states is due to 
the broadening of the tail states by the addition of more states in the band tails through doping (Fig 
4.15b). 
 
Fig 4.15 Absorption spectra of various boron doped a-Si:H coated ZnO NWs with a 
representation of their changing tail state distribution 
4.4 Summary 
This chapter studied the optical properties of hybrid 3-D structures comprising of ZnO NW core and a-
Si:H shell. The optical absorption results of this type of 3-D structure show that the material 
morphology greatly increases the effective thickness of the coated shell thereby leading to interesting 
optical characteristics. In the case of a-Si:H coated ZnO NWs, infrared absorption was observed. The 
origin of the infrared absorption was also studied. The infrared absorption in this material system was 
found to be largely driven by defects within the a-Si:H coating. Control of the infrared absorption has 
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been achieved by hydrogen dilution, annealing and doping which all target and change the defect 
concentration and distribution of the a-Si:H coating. While annealing and doping increased the defect 
concentration and distribution leading to increased infrared absorption, hydrogen dilution reduced the 
defect concentration of the amorphous silicon material leading to reduced infrared absorption. In 
addition to these, the NvF ratio was also found to be an important control parameter that can be used 
to control the infrared absorption from the 3-D material structures by increasing or suppressing the 
scattering obtainable which directly affects the enhanced effective thickness of the material. This could 
either increase the amount of defect available or decrease it which will in turn impact on the intensity 






In Chapter 4, the optical properties of 3-D material systems were presented. This chapter introduces an 
approach to exploit the 3-D enabled infrared absorption of a-Si:H based materials system into a 
photodetector. The infrared photoconductor (also called co-planar infrared detector) presented here is 
simple to fabricate and stable in ambient environments over extended periods. Results and 
optimizations of the infrared photoconductor will be presented. 
5.1 Mask Design and Development 
To fabricate an infrared photoconductor, masks are needed. These masks consist of a set of 3 
masks/layers required for the ZnO NW pattern, a-Si:H island pattern and contact metal pattern. A 
screenshot of the mask is shown in Fig 5.1. A gap was intentionally included in the photoconductor 
between the NW edge and the contacts. 
 
Fig 5.1 Screenshots of the (a) mask set needed for infrared photoconductor fabrication and (b) 
Zoomed image of a photoconductor showing the NW Gaps 
5.2 Infrared Photoconductor Fabrication 
To fabricate the infrared photoconductor, rf sputtered ZnO seed layer was deposited on RCA-1 




25 mM aqueous solutions of zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO3)2.6H2O, Sigma Aldrich) and 
hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA) (C6H12N4, Sigma Aldrich) maintained at an average temperature of 
about ~85°C as described in Chapter 3. The grown ZnO NWs were cleaned, dried and then 
lithographically patterned and etched with HCl to create the NW islands. Next, the NW etched sample 
was placed in a 13.56 MHz PECVD system for the deposition of conformal a-Si:H film at 150°C. The 
sample was then unloaded from the PECVD system and loaded into a sputtering system for the 
deposition of 150 nm aluminum contact. The use of Al as the contact instead of a TCO is obvious from 
the design of the device where the contacts do not interfere or block radiation onto the absorber. The 
Al metal was then patterned and etched. Schematic and optical micrographs of the completed devices 
are shown in Fig 5.2 
 
Fig 5.2 Schematic and optical micrograph of a completed 3-D infrared photoconductor 
5.3 3-D Infrared Photoconductor Results 
5.3.1  Dark Current Optimization 
As given in Section 2.3, dark current of photoconductors play an important role in determining its signal 
to noise ratio otherwise called ON/OFF ratio. As shown in Table 4.1, exposure to hydrogen plasma 
increases the conductivity of ZnO material by ~ 10 orders of magnitude. The deposition of a-Si:H 
coating on ZnO NWs will expose the underlying ZnO NWs to hydrogen plasma from SiH4 
decomposition which will increase its conductivity. A high ZnO conductivity will impact the dark 
current of the eventual photoconductor as the ZnO NWs will create an alternate path for current flow 
from the injection contact to the collection contact thereby degrading its ON/OFF ratio. Initial devices 
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fabricated with a shadow mask confirmed this phenomenon as the devices had very high dark currents 
after fabrication.  
The 3-D photoconductor can be divided into an equivalent circuit showing 2 resistance regimes in 
parallel as shown in Fig 5.3a. In a disordered NW network such as those obtained from hydrothermal 
synthesis, there is a high probability that the network of NWs could connect to each other and form a 
conducting path when exposed to hydrogen plasma prior to a-Si:H coating. This increase in 
conductivity (or reduction in resistance) reduces the equivalent resistance of the NW/a-Si:H stack and 
leads to high current conduction. 
 
Fig 5.3 (a) Equivalent resistance of 3-D photoconductors; (b) Equivalent resistance of 3-D 
photoconductors with an intentional gap between contacts and NW edge 
Unlike photodiodes, photoconductors lack a reverse biased suppression of dark current. They work 
by current injection and current flowing through the semiconductor depends on its resistivity. Therefore 
to overcome this problem, an intentional gap was created between the ZnO NWs and contact edge as 
shown in Fig 5.3b. This gap creates a limiting resistance to current flow from all possible conducting 




electrical response will primarily be due to the a-Si:H coating. This latter function serves as additional 
proof that the observed infrared response is primarily due to the a-Si:H material (see section 4.2). 
Fig 5.4a shows the dark current density of planar and 3-D photoconductors. Both devices have 
dimensions of 250 µm x 250 µm with the 3-D photoconductor incorporating 25 µm gap at its ends. The 
figure shows that dark current of 3-D photoconductors is only one order of magnitude higher than those 
of planar photoconductors. The relatively low dark currents of the 3-D photoconductors are due to the 
deliberate gap created between the NWs and contacts. Fig 5.4b shows the dependence of dark current 
on the size of the NW gap. As shown, the longer the gap, the lower the dark current arising from the 
higher resistance such increased gap will add to the overall equivalent resistance of the device. 
However, increasing the gap while maintaining the same outside device dimensions leads to reduced 
NW coverage and its attendant reduced infrared absorption. In addition, increasing the gap leading to 
increased equivalent resistance also leads to higher resistance to flow of infrared generated current 
especially at the gap area whose resistance does not similarly change due to its poorer infrared response 
without a NW backbone. 
 
Fig 5.4 (a) Dark current density of planar and 3-D photoconductor; (b) Dark current density 





5.3.2 Infrared Detection Results 
Infrared response of the 3-D infrared photoconductor was primarily obtained using a 1.55 µm IR LED 
source and occasionally using a commercially available 50W heat lamp. The current controlled IR LED 
has a center frequency at 1.55 µm and was locally made for communication signal research. The 
absence of a power meter sensitive at such wavelength means quantitative power data from the LED 
cannot be obtained. The current bias however can effectively be used to maintain uniform power 
irradiation across devices. An infrared sensitive card further confirms infrared output and is used to 
help with focusing the LED onto the sample. The heat lamp on the other hand is a commercially 
available infrared light source used in pet houses and poultry farms. The spectra of the heat lamp shown 
in Fig 5.5 shows the heat lamp has a peak intensity in the visible which tails off into the infrared region. 
A combination of 2 crystalline silicon substrates and a boron doped a-Si:H film served as a visible light 
filter to block visible light frequencies from the heat lamp from reaching the device under test and 
ensured only the infrared components of the spectrum irradiates the device under test. For the 3-D 
photoconductor, infrared results were primarily obtained using the 1.55 µm IR LED. Unless otherwise 
stated, the results reported here are from the 1.55 µm IR LED source. 
 
Fig 5.5 Heat lamp spectra used for infrared irradiation [98] 
Fig 5.6a shows infrared response measured from a 250 µm x 250 µm 3-D photoconductor using a 
1.55 µm LED illumination. As shown in the figure, 3.2 x 102 ON/OFF ratio were obtained with infrared 
radiation. Fig 5.6b shows the photoconductor’s response as the infrared LED source is pulsed by turning 
its supply power ON and OFF. The switching action of the source LED is clearly translated into a 
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similar switching action of the current. This demonstrated the effectiveness of 3-D hybrid 
photoconductors of a-Si:H coated ZnO NW in detecting infrared radiation. A comparison of the infrared 
response of planar and 3-D photoconductors with 1.55 µm illumination is shown in Fig 5.6c for 500 
µm x 250 µm device. As the length of the device increased from 250 µm (Fig 5.6a) to 500 µm (Fig 
5.6c) while keeping the width constant at 250 µm, dark current decreased slightly as is characteristic of 
photoconductors. This response also caused a slight decrease in infrared current due to longer channel 
resistance to current collection. This result implies photoconductors with longer width would be 
preferred. The planar photoconductors also show some infrared response albeit lower. The planar 
device results indicates the defective a-Si:H material absorbs some infrared radiation but is not as 
sensitive compared to 3-D diodes. 
 
Fig 5.6 (a) IV characteristics of 3-D infrared photoconductor clearly showing 2 orders of 
magnitude ON/OFF ratio with infrared illumination; (b) Pulsed current response of 3-D 
photoconductor with time in response to pulsed infrared LED irradiation at 10V bias; (c) 





The response of 250 µm x 250 µm planar and 3-D photoconductors under heat lamp illumination is 
shown in Fig 5.7. As seen from the figure, the 3-D photoconductor shows 2 – 3 orders of magnitude of 
ON/OFF ratio while the planar device shows less than one order difference in agreement with results 
from the 1.55 µm IR LED shown in Fig 5.6c. The current due to heat lamp on the planar device overlap 
with the dark current of the 3-D device. Despite this relatively high dark current, significant increase in 
illuminated current is still observed with heat lamp radiation. 
 
Fig 5.7 IV characteristics of planar and 3-D photoconductors in response to heat lamp radiation 
5.4 Summary 
This chapter demonstrated an approach to exploiting the infrared absorption properties of 3-D materials 
systems made up of ZnO NW core and a-Si:H shell. To do that, the mask design and process 
development of the proposed 3-D photoconductor device were carried out. Fabrication and optimization 
of 3-D infrared photoconductors were developed and presented. The dark currents of the 
photoconductors were reduced by the addition of a NW gap to increase the effective resistance of the 
channel and isolate the ZnO NWs whose conductivity was increased by hydrogen plasma during a-Si:H 
coating process. Infrared absorption using the 3-D photoconductors were also presented and the effect 
of the introduced NW gap was evaluated. ON/OFF ratio of 3.2 x 102 were achieved using a 1.55 µm 
LED whose center wavelength falls around the least sensitive region of the 3-D material system 





In this chapter, application of 3-D material system to fabricate p-i-n photodiodes for infrared detection 
is developed as a second approach to exploiting the infrared properties of 3-D a-Si:H coated ZnO NWs. 
Discussion on mask design and process development is presented in Section 6.1 while Section 6.2 
presents the 3-D diode fabrication process. I-V results are presented in Section 6.3 where reasons for 
the observed infrared response are presented. Section 6.4 presents results and discussion of TCO 
absorption, and optimizations carried out to minimize its impact. Analysis of the dark currents of 3-D 
photodiodes are presented in Section 6.5. The discussion in this section includes systematic 
experimental design to understand and isolate the main factors contributing to high dark currents in 3-
D photodiodes and to develop methods to minimize their impact. Section 6.6 presents results of infrared 
measurements done using a 1.55 µm IR LED and a 50W commercially available heat lamp while in 
Section 6.7, external quantum measurements and analysis are presented. 
6.1 Mask Design and Process Development 
 
Fig 6.1 (a) Schematic cross section of a typical photodiode; (b) Typical fabrication flow process 
flow for this photodiode 
A simple schematic cross section of a typical photodiode is shown in Fig 6.1a while the typical 




a shadow mask for depositing the top contact while the underlying layers are left connected. Such 
simple structures could help with initial process diagnostics and experimentation, and provide useful 
feedback for the mask design process. 
To design a set of masks for the photodiode fabrication, acceptable fabrication process flow has to 
be conceived. The conception of this process will take account of the intended substrates, the materials 
that will be needed, the growth conditions of these materials such vacuum, solution and temperature 
requirements, the post-growth processes for these materials such as etching type (dry or wet), etching 
solutions and selectivity, connected or standalone diode layouts or any unique device structures needed. 
These considerations will inform the deployment of specific etch stop layers in the mask(s) or the 
sequence of growth, among others things, which will be important input parameters for mask design. 
Using the simple schematic fabrication process flow shown in Fig 6.1b as a test, the tentative processes 
could be tested for consistency and specific process variations such as full or partial mesa etching could 
be examined. Geometry independent optimizations such as doped layer thickness variations and other 
optimizations such as post growth processing, etch selectivity and impact of material growth technique 
could also tested. While not exhaustive, the results of these tests could then serve as input parameter to 
the photodiode mask design process. 
Photodiode masks designed for 3-D infrared diode fabrication is shown in Fig 6.2. The set of 5 
masks/layers was designed to realize different device structures employing 3 – 6 process steps. Table 
6.1 gives the lithographic steps and mask sequence for the fabrication of the different device structures. 
The substrate floor planning and process summaries are provided in Appendix A and Appendix B 
respectively. For all process variations, planar and 3-D photodiodes can be fabricated on the same 
substrate in a single process run. This configuration enables side by side comparison since both types 
of devices will be exposed to the same conditions. 
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The photodiode fabrication masks were designed using K-Layout Editor and printed with emulsion 
on mylar substrates. The transparent mylar substrate was eventually glued unto a transparent glass 
holder for ease of handling. Device structures included in the mask include unpassivated photodiodes, 
passivated photodiodes, horizontal structured photodiodes, and SiNx isolated photodiodes. 
 
Fig 6.2 Photodiode Mask Set 
 









Mask 1 Bottom Contact Bottom Contact NW Etch Bottom Contact 
Mask 2 NW Etch NW Etch Bottom Contact NW Etch 
Mask 3 Mesa Mesa Mesa Mesa 
Mask 4 - Via Via Mesa 
Mask 5 - Metallization Metallization Via 




6.2 IR Photodiode Fabrication 
As discussed in Chapter 4, infrared response was observed with 3-D materials comprising of ZnO NWs 
which serve as the enabling backbone for the 3-D structure and a-Si:H which is the main absorber 
material. Thus, infrared photodiodes hereafter will be referred to as hybrid 3-D diodes using ZnO NW 
core and a-Si:H shell layers. 
As given in Table 6.1, the different photodiode structures require different levels of fabrication 
complexity from the simplest 3 mask ‘unpassivated photodiode’ to the most complex 6 mask 
‘horizontal isolated photodiode’. The different levels of complication also mirror the challenges that 
were encountered. Here, the fabrication and results of unpassivated photodiodes are given as a 
representation of the process and characteristics of 3-D infrared diodes. The other structures will be 
introduced as needed during the discussion on dark current optimization. 
As stated in section 6.1, the fabrication processed developed is the same for both planar diodes and 
3-D diodes and ensured both types of diodes are present in the same substrate at a single process run. 
The fabrication process flow is shown in Fig 6.3. Following the deposition of the bottom electrode on 
RCA-1 cleaned glass substrates, photolithographic patterning and etching was carried out. Next, rf 
sputtered ZnO seed layer was deposited on the bottom electrode. The seeded substrate was then 
immersed into a hydrothermal bath containing 25 mM aqueous solutions of zinc nitrate hexahydrate 
(Zn(NO3)2.6H2O, Sigma Aldrich) and hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA) (C6H12N4, Sigma Aldrich) 
maintained at an average temperature of about ~85°C. Details of the NW growth and optimization 
process had earlier been given in Chapter 3. Following the hydrothermal process, the grown ZnO NWs 




Fig 6.3 (a) Schematic process flow for the fabrication of (unpassivated) 3-D infrared diodes; (b) 
Snapshot of the photodiode mask layout and optical micrograph of completed diodes 
ZnO NWs were grown on the entire seeded substrate. To ensure both planar and 3-D diodes are 
obtained on the same substrate, the NW etch mask was designed to protect NWs on the 3-D diode areas 
and etch NWs on the planar section (Fig 6.3b). 
Next, the sample was placed in a 13.56 MHz PECVD cluster system for the deposition of the n-i-p 
stack. 25 nm n+ a-Si:H, 500 nm intrinsic a-Si:H and 25 nm p+ a-Si:H were deposited without breaking 
vacuum at a temperature of 150°C. The eventual sample was unloaded from the PECVD system into a 
sputtering system for the deposition of 150 nm Aluminum-doped ZnO (AZO) as the top transparent 
conductive oxide (TCO). Lithography and etching of the AZO were done and the same patterns were 
used as a mask for a mesa etch down to the bottom contact to isolate each individual device. The 




   
Fig 6.4 (a) Schematic illustration of a typically processed photodiode substrate showing 3-D 
infrared diodes and planar diodes and the different layers used; (b) SEM micrograph of a 
completed 3-D infrared diode (inset is a cross sectional SEM micrograph of (b)) 
6.3 Photodiode Results 
I-V measurements of the fabricated diodes were done using a Keithley 4200 SCS Semiconductor 
Characterization System. Dark, light and infrared irradiated measurements were taken. Results of the 
infrared measurement will be presented in section 6.6. 
Fig 6.5 shows the dark I-V characteristics of 350 µm x 350 µm unpassivated photodiodes fabricated 
on chromium (Cr) bottom electrodes. Further discussion on the choice of a bottom electrode will be 
presented in section 6.5.1. The 3-D diode fabricated alongside the planar diode showed good diode 
switching properties even though its dark current density is higher than its planar counterpart. The dark 
current density of the 3-D diodes show a higher reverse bias voltage dependence increasing over 3 
orders of magnitude at higher reverse bias values of 5V than the planar diodes. In addition, the planar 
diode fabricated on a planar-diode-only-bottom-electrode (i.e no prior NWs were grown and no 3-D 
diodes exist alongside the planar diodes on the same substrate) and the one fabricated alongside 3-D 
diodes in a combined process as describe in section 6.2 mirror each other. I-V results of the planar only 





Fig 6.5 Dark Current Density (J, A/cm2) of a planar diode from all-planar diode substrate 
(cross hair markers), planar diode from a combined planar and 3-D diode substrate (black 
circular markers) and 3-D diode from same combined planar and 3-D diode substrate 
(triangular markers) 
 








3-D Diode (On 
Combined 
Substrate) 
Dark Current Density @ -2V (A/cm2) 6.9 x 10-10 7.8 x 10-10 8.2 x 10-8 
IR (1.55µm) Current Density @ -2V (A/cm2) - 8.2 x 10-10 1.0 x 10-7 
ON/OFF Ratio - 1.1 1.3 
Ideality Factor, n 1.67 1.97 2.61 
Saturation Current Density, J0 (A/cm2) 2.0 x 10-13 4.0 x 10-12 2.0 x 10-10 
 
Table 6.2 shows the properties of the diodes extracted from their IV measurements. The ideality 
factor for the planar diodes are less than 2.0 while it is 2.61 for the 3-D diodes. The high ideality factor 
suggests a high carrier recombination especially in the 3-D diodes which could impact its shunt 
resistance (Rshunt) leading to high dark currents. The dark current density at -2V reverse bias of both 
planar diodes are identical at 6.9 x 10-10 A/cm2 and 7.8 x 10-10 A/cm2 respectively while it is 2 orders 
of magnitude higher for the 3-D diodes at 8.2 x 10-8 A/cm2. This portends a serious issue since the 
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signal to noise ratio of any potential infrared gain could be reduced by ~ 2 orders of magnitude 
regardless of infrared intensity. An infrared radiation from a 1.55 µm LED shows ON/OFF ratios of 
1.1 and 1.3 respectively for the planar and 3-D diodes. The low ON/OFF ratio obtained from the 3-D 
diode indicates its high dark current may be limiting the ON/OFF, and suggests higher gain could be 
achieved if the dark current is further reduced. 
Also, equally important is the impact of the TCO in minimizing the amount of infrared radiation that 
actually interacts with the absorber layer. Minimizing the absorption of infrared in the TCO which will 
ensure maximum incident radiation reaches the absorber layer. 
6.4 TCO Absorption and Alternative Contact 
Aluminum doped Zinc Oxide (AZO) is a popular Transparent Conducting Oxide (TCO) currently used 
for silicon based photonic devices. Its appeal is its high conductivity and high transparency in the 
visible.  
 
Fig 6.6 Transmission results of AZO films in the infrared region 
While AZO is transparent in the visible, it absorbs in the infrared due to free carrier absorption. Fig 
6.6 shows the transmission results of different AZO materials. As shown in the figure, transmission of 
AZO decreases with infrared radiation. At a thickness of 150 nm, AZO transmission reduced by 20 % 
from an average of 85 % in the visible to 68 % at 2.3 µm infrared wavelength, and reduced further by 
98 % to 1.7 % when AZO thickness is increased to 1.5µm.  When AZO was coated on a 3-D a-Si:H 
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coated ZnO NW, its transmission decreased by 69 % from 30.4 % to 9.3 % at a wavelength of 2.3 µm. 
These show AZO absorbs infrared radiation and will significantly decrease the amount of infrared 
radiation passing through it to the IR absorber material. 
To minimize the effect of AZO absorption, several approaches could be used. For example, top AZO 
could be thinned down since absorption is dependent on thickness. Fig 6.7a shows the transmission 
results of thin AZO films. As the thickness of AZO is reduced from 150nm to 50nm, transmission 
increases from 62 % to 84 % at 2.3 µm wavelength. However, etching thin AZO is a challenge because 
the thin material etches very fast thus limiting control of the etching process. In addition, the thin AZO 
provides no visual guide which could lead to under etching or over etching. More so, with a 
discontinuous TCO deposition process (as a result of its PVD deposition nature), thin AZO will create 
top contact connectivity problems and will be ineffective for the 3-D diodes. Planar diodes fabricated 
with thin AZO films had a poor yield due to the problems of processing very thin AZO films. 
 
Fig 6.7 (a) Transmission results of thin AZO films – 50nm, 75nm, 100nm and 150nm; (b) 
Transmission results of 150nm and 1.5µm AZO and GIZO films 
Alternatively, a different TCO material could be employed such as Indium Gallium Zinc Oxide 
(IGZO usually referred to as GIZO). The transmission result of such conductive GIZO material is 
shown in Fig 6.7b. Similar to AZO, GIZO absorbs infrared radiation with increasing thickness but at a 




visible to infrared frequencies. On the positive side, the optimized GIZO material is slightly more 
conductive than the optimized AZO material as shown in Table 6.3. Absorption results of GIZO on 
ZnO NWs shown in Fig 6.8a show a reduction in absorption at 2.3 µm infrared wavelength from 49.47 
% for AZO on NW sample to 28.11 % for GIZO on NW sample. Depositing GIZO on a-Si:H on ZnO 
NW sample showed no difference in absorption. Photodiode samples with GIZO as TCO showed good 
contact resistance and had diode properties including dark currents similar to AZO samples. 
Table 6.3 Diode and Material Properties of AZO and GIZO TCO  
TCO AZO GIZO 
Dark current at -2V (A/cm2) 1.5 x 10-9 2.3 x 10-9 
Ideality factor, n 1.79 1.68 
Diode series resistance (Ω-cm2) 1.39 1.10 
Sheet resistance (Ω/□) 500 361 
 
 
Fig 6.8 (a) Absorption results of ZnO NW and TCO coated ZnO NWs showing impact of the 
TCOs as window layer for infrared devices; (b) Dark current IV characteristics of planar diodes 
fabricated with 150nm GIZO and AZO as TCOs. 
While infrared absorption from the TCO can be reduced by switching from AZO to GIZO, absorption 
from p+ a-Si:H layer as shown in Section 4.3.3, also attenuates the radiation transmitted to the absorber. 




Fig 6.9 shows the transmission spectra of 25 nm p+ a-Si:H coated on 2.75 µm ZnO NWs and 100 nm 
GIZO TCO deposited on 25 nm p+ a-Si:H also coated on 2.75 µm ZnO NWs as typically used on the 
illumination window of the photodiodes. The figure shows that the combination of these materials 
reduced infrared transmission by up to 20 %. The reduced transmission means the infrared radiation 
available for absorption by the absorber layer of the 3-D diode is reduced which will impact the infrared 
photo-generated carriers and ON/OFF ratio. However, the combination of 25 nm p+ a-Si:H and GIZO 
as TCO represents the best compromise between the desire for low window layer infrared absorption 
and the need for a conductive top contact for photodiode operation.  
 
Fig 6.9 Transmission spectra of 100 nm GIZO deposited on 25 nm p+ a-Si:H film coated on ZnO 
NWs, and absorption spectra of a-Si:H coated ZnO NW showing the effect of infrared 
absorption by the p+ a-Si:H and GIZO coatings 
6.5 Dark Current Analysis and Optimization 
As stated in Section 6.3, ON/OFF ratio of 3-D infrared photodiodes were impacted by the absorption 
in the TCO and high dark currents. In Section 6.4, an alternative TCO was developed with lower 
infrared absorption compared to AZO. In this section, analysis and optimization of the different possible 
factors responsible for the high dark current is presented. 
Dark or leakage currents in 3-D photodiodes could be due to process variables or techniques. The 
high aspect ratio of a 3-D device places extra requirements on its processing including issues such as 
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conformal coverage, uniformity and lithography which could have medium to high impact on device 
performance.  
 In addition to processing techniques, leakage currents could also be due to device structure or 
material properties. These in general, could arise from one or combination of several factors such as 
contact injection, thermal generation or recombination in surface and/or interface states. 
Contact injection (or tunneling) is the injection of electrons through the p-i interface by tunneling 
through the potential barrier [76], [99]. This mechanism is strongly bias dependent and leads to an 
exponential increase of dark current with voltage. As described in section 2.3.3, a reverse bias creates 
a potential barrier to minority carrier injection and leads to a reverse bias suppression of dark current. 
This reverse bias suppression of dark current gives photodiodes the ability to realize low dark currents 
which are lower than the material’s intrinsic resistance. In contact injection limited diodes, carriers 
injected from the contacts are able to overcome this potential barrier and tunnel across the diode thereby 
increasing its dark current. As the applied reverse bias increases, injected carriers are energized and 
readily tunnel across the potential barrier leading to its strong bias dependence. The significance of 
contact injection on tunneling mechanism implies that a reduction in the barrier height by reducing the 
depletion layer width will significantly increase the resultant dark current. Similarly, the effect of a 
reduced barrier height can also be observed with increasing field at the p-i interface. With an applied 
reverse bias across the diode’s junctions, the depletion layer widens and charges within the i-layer are 
depleted. This depletion of charge from the i-layer causes the field at the p-i interface to increase. When 
the applied reverse bias is held steady, such as in a transient measurement, the deep states in the i-layer 
are depleted with time leading to an increase in the field at the p-i interface which in turn leads to 
increase in contact injection. Steady state current is reached when the i-layer is fully depleted which 
implies a steady field is maintained at the p-i interface. Typical results and schematic representation of 
contact injection is shown in Fig 6.10a and b [99]. 
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Thermal generation current arises when carriers are excited from deep states to the band edges and 
then collected by the field in the depletion region as illustrated by Fig 6.10b-d [100]. It is described by 
the Shockley-Read-Hall formalism [99] and largely depends on the defect density of the material as 
given in equation 2.10. Ignoring contribution from edge and surface states, this implies that thermal 
generation increases as the density of states in deep states (band gap) increases (Fig 6.10c). In other 
words, diodes that employ more defective i-layer will be more susceptible to thermal generation 
currents. When a reverse bias is applied, charges within the i-layer are depleted. The dependence of 
thermal generation current on the depletion layer charge means it is less susceptible to bias voltage 
variations but more dependent on the depletion state of the i-layer. Another significant implication of 
its depletion charge dependence is that in a transient measurement set up where the voltage is held 
steady with time, the depletion of charges from the depletion layer will lead to a decrease in dark current 
until full depletion when a steady state current is obtained. Therefore, the typical current – time 
characteristic of a thermal generation current limited diode is as shown in Fig 6.10d. In theory, thermal 
generation model has no voltage dependence, however, small voltage dependence can be seen in 
measurements which has been attributed to field-enhanced emission, which increases current due to 
lowering of the effective excitation energy [99]. This variation with voltage could also be due to the 
spatial dependence of defect density which becomes prominent as the thermal generation zone expands 




Fig 6.10 (a) Typical transient results a diode dominated by contact injection [99]; (b) Reverse 
biased p-i-n diode illustration contact injection and thermal generation mechanisms [99]; (c) 
Density of states diagram showing the depletion charge, QD, and the origin of thermal generation 
charges through the gap states [100]; (d) Typical transient result of a diode dominated by thermal 
generation current [100] 
Similar to thermal generation currents, dark current due to surface/interface recombination is defect 
mediated. This defect generated current is due to the presence of dangling bond defects and other forms 
of electronic active states on the surface/interfaces of the materials within the photodiode. The energy 
of these states could span across the band gap [102], [103]. The exponential increase in surface/interface 
states in 3-D diodes makes this source of dark current of significant importance. 
Examination of the dark currents in photodiodes could indicate the dominant mechanism responsible 
for its dark current. For example, an exponential increase in dark current with voltage suggests contact 
injection could be dominant although spatial defect distribution leading to thermal generation current 
can also show voltage dependency. Definite measurements such as transient measurements could help 
identify contact injection or thermal generation current where the density of states at the Fermi level 
could be estimated. Identifying the impact of surface/interface state to the dark current involves 
changing its density through multiple devices either by changing the device dimension or by applying 
other types of surface/interface state modification. 
Dark I-V characteristics of a typical un-optimized planar and 3-D diode is shown in Fig 6.11. Dark 
current density of the un-optimized planar device is ~ 103 – 104 lower than that of the 3-D diode. This, 
a c b d 
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in general implies the mechanisms responsible for the high leakage currents in the 3-D diodes are those 
mechanism that get magnified by the 3-D morphology or presence of ZnO NWs. 
 
Fig 6.11 Dark IV characteristics of un-optimized planar and 3-D diodes 
6.5.1 Scum on Patterned Bottom Contact 
The choice of Cr as a bottom electrode for 3-D diodes was reinforced by the availability of Cr sputtering 
systems in the lab and its resilience to most chemical etchants thereby making it a good choice when 
multiple processes are required. Unfortunately, patterning and etching Cr with a photoresist (PR) leaves 
behind scum or some form of surface modification that is difficult to remove or eliminate. This scum 
is not visible to available microscopes and is resistant to descum processes. However, when such 
surface is subjected to a hydrothermal growth solution, the scum grows and embeds the NWs as shown 
in Fig 6.12. Blanket Cr surface (without any patterning) (Fig 6.12a) and glass substrate (Fig 6.12b) 
show the individual NWs and no haze can be seen embedded. For the photoresist patterned Cr surfaces 
of Fig 6.12c and Fig 6.12d however, a haze can be seen embedded in the NWs on the Cr side. The 
lithographic interface can be clearly seen on the dotted lines and the glass section of the image shows 
individual NWs without any haze. This scum induced haze grows with exposure to the hydrothermal 
growth solution and for very long exposure (above 20 hours), the haze completely covers the NWs. 
The effect of this haze on the photodiodes can be seen with Fig 6.13 and Table 6.4. For the planar 
diodes, minimum impact was observed. The planar-diode-blanket-Cr electrode with no exposure to 
both photoresist and the hydrothermal solution and the planar diode with prior exposure to photoresist 
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and hydrothermal solution had similar dark currents at low reverse bias voltages. With 3-D diodes 
however, patterning the Cr bottom electrode with photoresist degraded the dark current by an order of 
magnitude, the saturation current density by 2 orders of magnitude and the ideality factor by 55 %. 
 
Fig 6.12 Effect of photoresist patterning on NW network on Cr electrodes (a) No exposure to 
photoresist and lithography; (b) Glass substrate; (c) Patterned Cr electrodes on glass substrate. 
Photoresist was used to create patterns on the Cr electrodes; (d) Extreme case of (c) as 
substrate is exposed to long growth times (~ 20 hours) 
 
Fig 6.13 Dark IV characteristics of (a) planar diodes on blanket Cr electrodes and patterned Cr 






Table 6.4 IV characteristics of planar and 3-D diodes based on photoresist surface treatment 










Dark current density, J @ -2V (A/cm2) 7.3 x 10-9 3.3 x 10-9 3.1 x 10-8 4.6 x 10-7 
Ideality factor, n 1.90 1.91 2.20 3.41 
Saturation current density, J0 (A/cm2) 9.0 x 10-12 1.0 x 10-11 6.0 x 10-12 4.0 x 10-10 
 
 
Fig 6.14 (a) Effect of etch rate differences on bi-layer Cr-Mo; (b) Dark IV characteristics of 
planar and 3-D diodes from SiNx hard mask patterned Cr bottom electrodes; (c) Dark IV 
characteristics of a planar diode on AZO bottom electrode (Inset is SEM micrograph of dense 
ZnO NWs grown on 100nm AZO film). (d) SEM micrograph of ZnO NW growth on 100nm Al; 
(e) Dark IV characteristics of planar and 3-D diodes on patterned Cr and Mo electrodes; (f) SEM 







To eliminate this scum and associated foreign growth when subjected to hydrothermal growth, 
several approaches could be employed. These approaches include modifying Cr surface before 
lithography by employing a bi-layer metal, eliminating photoresist contact with Cr by using SiNx film 
as a hard mask for Cr patterning or replacing Cr with another metal.  
Aside the unnecessary duplication, using a bi-layer metal technique as shown in Fig 6.14a will lead 
to a layered bottom electrode with different layer areas and uneven edges. This is because of the ability 
of Cr etchant to etch most available metals faster than Cr. The effect of using a sacrificial SiNx as a 
hard mask is a better alternative (Fig 6.14b). This however adds to the process steps. Replacing Cr with 
another available electrode is the most effective alternative. As a replacement electrode, suitably thick 
AZO serves as a seed layer leading to very dense NWs (Fig 6.14c); Al dissolves in the hydrothermal 
solution transforming from a shiny substrate to almost transparent in addition to nucleating dense and 
interconnected plates (Fig 6.14d). Molybdenum forms an effective electrode (Fig 6.14e) and shows 
good growth of NWs (Fig 6.14f). 
6.5.2 Contact Injection 
As stated earlier, contact injection responds mostly to changes in barrier height either by sweeping the 
applied reverse bias voltage or by changing the depletion layer width through i-layer thickness 
variations. The dark IV curves shown in Fig 6.13b shows some bias dependence indicating possible 
contact injection. To further investigate this phenomena, Fig 6.15 shows the dark I-V characteristics of 
diodes with different i-layer thicknesses. The underlying ZnO NWs in the 3-D diodes have an average 
length of 6.5 µm and density of 3.0 x 107 NW/cm2. As expected, the figure shows that dark current of 
planar diodes is less sensitive to i-layer thickness variations and not dependent on reverse bias voltages. 
The planar structure of the planar diodes implies that the entire diode area is uniformly separated by 
the same i-layer thickness with similar quality of p-i interface. At 500 nm, thickness of the i-layer is 
already significant and poses a significant barrier to tunneling. On the other hand, the dark current of 
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the 3-D diode show some reverse voltage dependence especially at low i-layer thicknesses. The 
reduction of dark current as thickness increases especially at higher reverse bias voltages indicates the 
presence of a weak contact injection mechanism which reduces as i-layer thickness is increased. This 
contact injection is reduced as i-layer thickness is increased. As given in Section 3.4.2, the maximum 
thickness of a-Si:H that can be conformally coated on ZnO NWs is equal to or less than half the average 
separation between the NWs. Thus, a trade-off is required between having a conformal 3-D coated i-
layer and lower dark current due to increasing i-layer thickness. Regardless of this trade-off, the 
potential width created by the 2 µm i-layer thickness is significant and would reduce the tunneling 
probability of injected carriers to tunnel across the diode. Transient results of 3-D diodes with 500 nm 
thick i-layer shown in Fig 6.17b shows steady dark current with time up to 55 seconds. As explain in 
section 6.5, a characteristic of contact injection limited diodes is an increase in transient current at a 
given reverse bias voltage as the i-layer charge is depleted. The observation of a steady state rather than 
an increasing current in Fig 6.17b indicates contact injection is only weakly responsible for the dark. 
 
Fig 6.15 Dark IV characteristics of planar and 3-D diodes with 500nm and 2µm i-layer 
thicknesses 
6.5.3 Thermal Generation Current 
The impact of thermal generation current on diodes is an increase in recombination of charge carriers 
leading to an increase in dark current. Recombination of charge carriers in diodes largely depend on 
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the absorber’s defect density and can is associated with the diode ideality factor introduced in section 
2.3.3. High ideality factor of 2.6 for the 3-D photo-diode compared to 1.7 of the planar diode as given 
in Table 6.2 suggest higher recombination in the 3-D diodes which has a significant effect in its dark 
current. To evaluate the impact of this mechanism on the leakage current of 3-D photodiodes, dark I-V 
characteristics of 500 µm x 500 µm planar diodes using two different absorber materials were 
investigated (Fig 6.16a). Consistent with its presentation in Chapter 4, recipe A was developed with 
only SiH4 and has no H dilution while recipe B has SiH4/H2 ratio of 1:5. FTIR microstructure 
measurements as presented in Table 6.5 indicate that recipe A is more defective and hence should have 
higher thermal generation effect. As expected, dark current density of the diode with recipe B is lower 
than that from recipe A and approaches the noise level of the measuring unit. At 2V reverse bias, dark 
current density of recipe B is about 35 % lower than recipe A. The higher dark current density of recipe 
A and its greater defect density as given by FTIR measurements show it is more susceptible to thermal 
generation current effect than recipe B. Regardless of the relative impact of thermal generation currents, 
both diodes show low dark currents comparable to reported values in literature [76], which indicates 
the thermal generation current effect is minimal in both cases. This result is further verified by the 
transient results shown in Fig 6.16b. The transient results show stable currents up to 200 seconds from 
both diodes. It also confirms the dark currents independence with bias voltage as stated in Section 6.5.2. 
Density of states extracted from the transient results as described by Street et al. [99] is given in Table 
6.5 and shows that recipe A is about one order of magnitude more defective than recipe B in line with 




Fig 6.16 (a) Dark IV characteristics of planar diodes fabricated with absorber (i-layer) from two 
different recipes (A and B); (b) Transient current results from both diodes 
 
 
Table 6.5 Material and Diode Properties of Recipe A and B 
 Recipe A Recipe B 
SiH4/H2 ratio 50:0 1:5 
FTIR Microstructure 3.3 36 
Dark current at -2V (A/cm2) 9.0 x 10-10 5.9 x 10-10 
N(EF) (cm-3) 2.53 x 1017 5.54 x 1016 
 
Fig 6.17a shows dark I-V characteristics of 500 µm x 500 µm planar and 3-D diodes using the 
defective recipe A. The underlying ZnO NWs for the 3-D diodes have an average length of 5 µm and 
density of 5.7 x 108 NW/cm2. While the planar diode shows stable dark current density with reverse 
bias voltage, 3-D diode show a voltage dependent dark current density. The significance of using the 
same recipe is to translate material dependent phenomena from one type of device to another. That 
implies that the thermal generation behavior as established in the planar diode should be applicable to 




6.17b. The stable currents as reverse bias voltages are increased up to 5V over one minute measurement 
time show the minimal impact of thermal generation current. 
 
Fig 6.17 (a) Dark IV characteristics of planar and 3-D diodes using recipe A; (b) Transient results 
of 3-D diodes at varying reverse bias voltages. 
While defective a-Si:H shell is important for infrared absorption as shown in Chapter 4, the use of 
such a defective material in a photodiode seems counter intuitive. However, the foregoing has shown 
that the additional defects in the a-Si:H shell have minimal impact on the performance of the diodes. It 
is also obvious from the results that using the same materials, 3-D diodes perform poorer than planar 
diodes and have dark currents densities between ~ 1 – 3 orders of magnitude higher. These results imply 
that the dominant mechanism contributing to their high currents depends on their structure rather than 
the materials used. 
6.5.4 Effect of 3-D Structure - Surface/Interface State Analysis 
The high ideality factor of the 3-D diode suggests a higher recombination of charge carriers. However, 
the discussion in the previous section shows that such recombination is not significantly dependent on 
the properties of the absorber material. Thermal generation current described in the previous section 
narrowly focused on thermally generated carriers due to defects in the intrinsic absorber material. The 




junction surface/interfaces. The 3-D structure of the 3-D diodes however has a significant impact on 
the surface/interface state density and thus requires a systematic investigation. 
Surfaces and interfaces of materials are important due to their potential electronic active states. 
Exposed dangling bonds and unpassivated interfaces could have active electronic states that lie in the 
band gap. These defective states could then become recombination centers and contribute to leakage 
current in devices such as diodes. In 3-D materials and other high aspect ratio structures, the total 
effective surface area increases exponentially, thereby increasing the potential amount of active surface 
and interface states. The increase in effective surface area of 3-D diodes compared to planar diodes 
occur on both sides of the diode - the ZnO/n+ interface and the p+/TCO interface. The exponential 
increase of the surface area of these interfaces implies that their electronic condition could have a big 
impact on the device performance especially the dark current. The p+/TCO interface is an Ohmic 
junction due to the degenerate nature of the TCO. The ZnO NW/n+ interface can however be Ohmic or 
Schottky in which case the junction could exist in an accumulated, depleted or inverted state. Fitzgerald 
and Grove reported that the leakage current in diodes depends on the total number of Shockley-Read-
Hall (SRH) centers included in its depletion region [103]. They also demonstrated that surface states 
(or SRH states on the surface) are uniformly distributed in energy over the band gap and showed that 
the number of SRH centers included in the depletion region depend on the SRH states within the 
metallurgical junction in addition to such SRH states from field induced junctions created at depletion 
or inversion conditions between the semiconductor and an adjoining surface [103]. DiLello et al. has 
in addition showed that dark current is highest in Ge diodes when the interface between Ge and n+ 
contact is depleted [13]. Chen et al. reported that native defects on the surface of ZnO NWs act as 
adsorption sites which depletes the surface, creates a space charge region and leads to surface band 
bending [104]. Thus in the absence of any treatment, ZnO/n+ interface could exist in a depleted mode. 
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Minimizing or eliminating the depletion condition at the ZnO/n+ interface is a challenge. One 
approach is to dope the ZnO NWs into accumulation state (DiLello et al. used this approach [13]) or to 
reduce the density of native defects on the surface by annealing (Chen et al used the annealing approach 
to reduce the ZnO NW depletion condition [104]). Both approaches require changing the electronic 
state on the surface of the ZnO NWs. It is generally believed that hydrothermal growth process is a 
dirty process relative to vacuum deposition processes thus ZnO NWs obtained from hydrothermal 
process are expected to have a high concentration of surface defects. The high concentration of surface 
defects could thus raise the threshold of surface treatment needed to make an impact. Fig 6.18 shows 
the dark I-V characteristics of two identical 3-D diodes with 2 µm i-layer thickness. ZnO NWs on one 
diode was first annealed at 200°C for 8 hours before the diode fabrication process while the annealing 
step was omitted in the other diode. While annealing could help reduce the concentration of surface 
band bending thus reducing its depleted condition [104], prior annealing for 8 hours in this case had no 
noticeable impact. The threshold of the surface treatment that will be required to make a noticeable 
impact on the surface states at the ZnO/n+ interface is high and may require a more extensive surface 
treatment procedure. A different approach such as changing the total number of included SHR centers 




Fig 6.18 – Dark IV characteristics of 3-D diodes with and without pre-annealing process of the 
ZnO NWs 
Like the defect states embedded within a material, surface and interface states act similarly and 
provide recombination centers that lead to higher leakage current. These states increase with increase 
in surface area which can be provided by the introduction of NWs, increasing its density or length. Fig 
6.19a shows dark I-V characteristics of two un-optimized 500 nm thick i-layer 3-D diodes with different 
NW densities while Fig 6.19b is for 2 µm thick i-layer 3-D diodes with different NW lengths. It can be 
seen that as ZnO NW density increases from 5.9 x 107 NW/cm2 to 2.1 x 109 NW/cm2 in Fig 6.19a, or 
NW length increases from 3 µm to 8 µm in Fig 6.19b, dark current increases. These differences imply 
an increase in surface and interface states as the NW density or length increase which in turn degrades 




Fig 6.19 Dark IV characteristics of 3-D diodes based on different NW (a) densities; (b) lengths 
To further verify the contribution of surface/interface states to the 3-D diode dark current, Fig 6.20a 
shows the top view of a 3-D diode indicating the presence of an intentionally created ‘NW gap’ between 
the edge of the n-i-p stack and the NW area. The screenshot of the mask shows the variation of the NW 
gap such that while the outside dimensions of the diodes are the same, the dimensions of the area 
containing the embedded NWs vary from one diode to another. The variation in the area of the NW 
coverage leads to changes in the number of enclosed NWs which in turn can be correlated to the 
additional surface area created by the 3-D materials system. This method of varying the 
surface/interface area ensures a uniform density of NWs are maintained and also ensures each diode is 
subjected to exactly the same conditions such that run to run variations or process variations due to 
changing NW density or length are eliminated. Fig 6.20b shows the dark I-V characteristics of different 
3-D diodes with the same dimensions but containing varying percentages of enclosed NWs. The diodes 
have an i-layer thickness of 500 nm while the underlying ZnO NWs in the 3-D diodes have an average 





Fig 6.20 (a) Structure of the 3-D diode showing the presence of a NW gap used to vary the NW 
coverage area and number of embedded NWs; (b) Dark IV characteristics of 3-D diodes on the 
same substrate but with different NW coverage areas as a percentage of the diode area 
dimensions 
Table 6.6 Properties of different 3-D diodes of the same area dimensions but different 










Diode Area (cm2) 1.3 x 10-3 1.3 x 10-3 1.3 x 10-3 1.3 x 10-3 1.3 x 10-3 
NW Coverage (cm2) - 2.3 x 10-4 6.3 x 10-4 9.6 x 10-4 1.2 x 10-3 
NW Coverage (cm2) - 17 47 73 92 
NW Surface Area (cm2) - 3.3 x 10-3 9.1 x 10-3 1.4 x 10-2 1.79 x 10-2 
Total Surface Area (cm2) 1.3 x 10-3 4.6 x 10-3 1.1 x 10-2 1.5 x 10-2 1.9 x 10-2 
Change in Surface Area (%) 0 2.5 x 102 6.9 x 102 1.1 x 103 1.4 x 103 
Dark Current Density @ -2V 
(A/cm2) 
1.3 x 10-10 3.4 x 10-8 1.0 x 10-8 2.7 x 10-7 6.0 x 10-5 
Recalculated Dark Current 
Density @ -2V (A/cm2) 
1.3 x 10-10 9.9 x 10-9 1.3 x 10-9 1.7 x 10-8 4.1 x 10-6 
 
Table 6.6 shows the properties of the different diodes shown in Fig 6.20b. The diode area was 
determined from the mask (planar) dimensions of the diode while the total surface area included the 
additional surface area due to the NWs enclosed. The additional surface area due to the number of NWs 




coverage was determined from the lithographic masks using the planar dimensions of the nanowire 
coverage area for the different diodes. The NW length and density information was calculated from the 
plan-view SEM micrographs as described in section 3.2. The number of NWs in the sample as 
determined by the density characterization ranged from 1.1 × 108 NW/cm2 to 2.1 × 108 NW/cm2 with 
an average NW density of 1.5 × 108 NW/cm2 and an standard deviation of 0.4 × 108 NW/cm2 which 
gives about 25% variation between the upper and lower limits. The impact of such variation on the 
surface area of the 3-D diodes 1 – 3 is smaller than the difference between the effective NW surface 
area due to the dimensions of the NW coverage. This implies such variation is negligible and the surface 
area calculated from the average NW density can be adopted as representative. In addition, at the scale 
of ~108 NW/cm2, variations between 3-D structures produce relatively smaller effect compared to 
similar variations occurring between planar and 3-D morphologies. The uniformity of the length and 
density of the nanowires was determined from several SEM micrographs taken of the sample at 
different locations across the 3-inch glass substrate as presented in Table 6.7. 
Table 6.7 Calculated density of Nanowires for sample in Fig 6.20 
S/N Number of NWs 
(No ± 3) 
Measured Area Estimated Density 
(NW/cm2) Length (nm) Width (nm) Area (cm2) 
1 39 4730 4000 1.9 × 10-7 2.1 × 108 
2 39 5170 3780 2.0 × 10-7 2.0 × 108 
3 105 10710 8800 9.4 × 10-7 1.1 × 108 
4 109 11310 8730 9.9 × 10-7 1.0 × 108 
5 113 10580 7820 8.3 × 10-7 1.4 × 108 
6 108 9860 7200 7.1 × 10-7 1.5 × 108 
Average Density:  1.5 × 108 




From the Table 6.6, it can be seen that the inclusion of NWs to the diodes increases their surface area 
by ~ 1 – 3 orders of magnitude. This ~ 1 – 3 orders of magnitude increase in the effective surface area 
of the diode in turn degrades their dark current by ~ 2-5 orders of magnitude from 1.3 x 10-10 A/cm2 in 
the planar case to 6.0 x 10-5 A/cm2 at 2V reverse bias when 92% of the diode area is covered with NWs. 
This increase in effective surface area also unevenly scales the forward bias current density due to 
differences in the geometrical area and effective surface area of the diode. Using the total surface area 
(which accounts for the additional surface area from the NWs), recalculated dark current densities 
compare closely with values obtained for planar samples and recalculated forward bias current 
density (0 – 1V bias on the I-V curve) for the diodes mostly overlap each other. The recalculated 
current density treats the 3-D diodes like a very big planar diode by mapping the total effective surface 
area onto a planar-type device structure. By mapping the 3-D diodes unto planar-type diode structure 
and obtaining similar results, it becomes obvious that the biggest contribution to the high dark current 
is the exponential increase in surface area and its attendant surface states caused by the introduction of 
ZnO NWs. 
This conclusion is further supported by the mobility lifetime product (µτ) of the diodes extracted 
from the Hecht model by fitting theoretical plots to experimental results as shown in Fig 6.21. Mobility 
lifetime product is a measure of carrier recombination in a device where lower numbers imply that 
carriers recombine very fast due to availability of many recombination centers. The mobility lifetime 
product of the planar diode with recipe B was found to be 5.5 x 10-9 cm2/V and is comparable to 
published reports [76]. The planar diode with a more defective recipe A has a comparable but slightly 
smaller mobility lifetime product of 5.3 x 10-9 cm2/V. In line with the results of Section 6.5.3, the 
increased defect density of recipe A had minimal impact on both the dark current density and thermal 
generation current in the planar configuration. In the 3-D configuration however, the mobility lifetime 
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product reduces by 34% to 3.5 x 10-9 cm2/V which is can be related to the additional surface/interfaces 
created.  
 
Fig 6.21 Photocurrent results fitted onto the Hecht model to extract the mobility lifetime 
product. Solid lines are fittings while markers are experimental results. The photocurrents were 
measured in Amperes but has been scaled differently to prevent overlapping curves and 
provide better visibility to the fits 
6.6 Infrared Measurements 
Optical results as shown in Chapter 4 indicates that 3-D diodes are good infrared absorbers. The 
implication is that 3-D diodes are expected to have higher output currents in response to infrared 
illumination under reverse bias. However, ON/OFF ratio given in Table 6.2 showed no significant 
infrared gain. This result was attributed to absorption in the TCO which reduced the infrared radiation 
reaching the absorber and relatively high dark currents which raised the noise level and impacted its 
ON/OFF ratio. By employing some of the optimizations described in previous sections, TCO absorption 
has been reduced to ~ 20 % of the incident infrared radiation and dark current densities have been 
reduced by ~ 3 orders of magnitude from around 3.6 x 10-5 A/cm2 (Fig 6.11) to ~ 1.0 x 10-8 A/cm2 
(Table 6.6) at 2V reverse bias. Here, results of infrared measurements of these improved devices are 
presented. Infrared sources used include the previously described 1.55 µm LED source and the 
commercially available heat lamp (Section 5.3). 
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Fig 6.22a shows infrared response of a 3-D diode comprising of 2 µm i-layer coated over 3 µm long 
NWs illuminated with the 1.55 µm LED while Fig 6.22b shows the same device irradiated with the 
heat lamp. The diode shows over 2 orders of magnitude dynamic ratio at a reverse bias of 1V using the 
1.55 µm LED while the infrared gain is about one order of magnitude using the heat lamp. Examination 
of the optical results shown in Chapter 4 indicates that the developed 3-D material system is not most 
sensitive at 1.55 µm wavelength. The poor sensitivity at this region notwithstanding, the 3-D structure 
shows promising infrared gain. In the absence of an optical bench or optical focusing set up, the narrow 
radiation angle of the LED makes it difficult to focus the infrared radiation on the diodes. In contrast, 
the heat lamp with its wide radiation angle is easier to use thereby making the heat lamp the preferred 
source. All other infrared response and ON/OFF ratios presented hereafter were taken with the heat 
lamp. 
 
Fig 6.22 (a) 1.55µm IR response of 3-D diodes with 2µm i-layer on 3µm ZnO NWs 
The importance of low dark currents for 3-D diodes for infrared absorption is obvious from Fig 6.22. 
At 1V reverse bias, the dark current density is 1.6 x 10-9 A/cm2. The infrared photo current density at 
the same reverse bias voltage is 4.0 x 10-7 A/cm2 for 1.55 µm LED irradiation and 9.9 x 10-8 A/cm2 for 
the heat lamp irradiation. Under the same illumination, diodes with high dark current density will have 
their ON/OFF ratio greatly degraded. Fig 6.23 shows a plot of ON/OFF ratios of several diodes with 




to Fig 6.22 shows the ON/OFF ratio entering double digits as dark current density reduces to below 1 
x 10-8 A/cm2. 
 
Fig 6.23 Plot of ON/OFF ratios with respect of dark current of infrared diodes at -2V bias. 
While increasing the NW length increases the scattering (Chapter 4), such increase also increases the 
dark currents to levels where the ON/OFF ratio from infrared photo generated current may be 
consumed. A trade-off is hence required to ensure low dark currents while also maintaining a decent 
level of scattering in order to absorb infrared radiation. Ultimately, lower dark current for high dense 
NW network of very long NWs will be the best condition. NvF factor defined in Section 3.4.2 as the 
ratio between NW length and coated film thickness can be a useful parameter to evaluate the 
relationship between NW length and film thickness with their dark current and ON/OFF ratios. Table 
6.8 gives the parameters of 5 different diode samples while Fig 6.24 shows SEM micrographs of their 
representative morphology as a correlation of their NvF factors. Diode 5 with the highest NvF factor is 
expected to have the highest amount of scattering and thus the highest infrared ON/OFF ratio. However, 
the dark current density of diode 5 is in the ~ 1 x 10-6 A/cm2 range as shown in Fig 6.25. This high dark 
current reduces the ON/OFF ratio obtained from the diode to single digits thus making the planar ‘diode 
1’ more infrared responsive. This is expected because of the disproportionate effect long NWs have on 
both optical absorption and dark currents. According to Fig 4.12, increasing the NW length from 1 µm 
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to 11 µm for 600 nm a-Si:H coating corresponding to NvF factor increase from 1.7 to 18.3 increases 
the infrared absorption at a wavelength of 2.3 µm from 35.6 % to 55.5 % corresponding to a 1.6 factor 
increase. However, as Table 6.8 shows, increasing the NvF factor from 1.7 to 7.2 has a disproportionate 
increase in dark current from 5.0 x 10-9 A/cm2 to 5.6 x 10-6 A/cm2 at reverse bias voltage of 1V 
corresponding to a ~ 103 factor increase. This emphasizes the need for optimum NW conditions to 
maximize the effect of both. 
Table 6.8 Properties of Diodes with Different NvF Factors 
Device Diode 1 Diode 2 Diode 3 Diode 4 Diode 5 
NW Length (µm) 0.0 3.0 3.4 6.0 3.6 
i-layer thickness (nm) 2000 2000 2000 2000 500 
NvF Factor 0.0 1.5 1.7 3.0 7.2 
Morphology (SEM) Planar Textured/3-D 3-D 3-D 3-D 
Dark Current (Relative) Low Low Low Medium High 
Dark Current @ -1V (A/cm2) 3.8 x 10-9 1.6 x 10-9 4.9 x 10-9 4.5 x 10-9 5.6 x 10-6 
IR Response (Relative) Low High High Medium Low 
 
 
Fig 6.24 SEM micrographs of 3-D PIN Diodes 2, 3 and 4 




Fig 6.25 – Infrared Response of Diodes 1 and 5 under a heat lamp illumination 
A plot of the ON/OFF ratios of diodes with different NvF factors with respect to the percentage of 
NW coverage is shown in Fig 6.26. As shown from the figure, the exponential increase in the dark 
current density of diode 5 as NW coverage increases results in the opposite effect on the ON/OFF ratio. 
The optimum NvF factor for increased infrared response is at 1.7 while NW coverage of around 60% 
of the diode area produces the highest response. These optimum values agree with the discussions from 
earlier sections and balances the need for low dark current with the importance of having a 3-D structure 
for infrared absorption.  
 
Fig 6.26 (a) Dark current as a function of NW coverage for diodes 3, 4 and 5 corresponding to 
NvF factors 1.7, 3.0 and 7.2; (b) ON/OFF ratio diodes 3, 4 and 5 corresponding to NvF factors 




6.6.1 3-D Photoconductor vs Photodiode 
Both photoconductors and photodiodes as forms of photodetectors have been fabricated for infrared 
detection. The table below outlines the major differences between both devices as infrared detectors. 
Table 6.9 Comparison of 3-D Photodetectors for Infrared Detection 
 
3-D Photoconductor 3-D Photodiode 
Current injection device Operates based on carriers generated within the 
depletion width 
Horizontal current flow Vertical current flow 
Horizontal current ensures gaps can be created 
between NWs and contacts 
Vertical structure forecloses that possibility. 
Horizontal structure might be modified to create 
such gap but may come at the expense of contact 
resistance 
Dark current scales with channel and gap length Dark current scale with i-layer thickness 
Channel and gap can be a few hundred 
micrometers 
Impractical to have such lengths in a-Si:H 
coating 
Device area can be increased without sacrificing 
dark current 
Larger device area increases dark current 
Nothing hinders IR absorption Contacts reduce IR absorption by ~20% 
Can accommodate higher bias voltages Reverse bias is limited by breakdown 
considerations 
Structure makes interface states irrelevant Structure magnifies interface state effects 
 
6.7 External Quantum Efficiency 
The foregoing has established the validity of 3-D diodes to absorb infrared radiation. Infrared results 
were however obtained with a 1.55 µm IR LED with unknown power profile due to the unavailability 
of a power meter capable of calibrating the IR LED at such wavelength. Similarly, the infrared power 
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output of the 50W heat lamp source was also unknown. This makes it necessary to source external 
assistance for External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) measurements. 
For EQE evaluation, two typical planar and 3-D photodiodes with dimensions of 1 mm x 1 mm were 
measured with the 3-D photodiode having 63 % NW coverage. Both devices have 2 µm intrinsic layer 
with an underlying ~ 6 µm long ZnO NWs for the 3-D diode. The size of the devices in relation to the 
smaller beam size caused the samples to be under-filled leading to an under-estimated spectral response 
of about ~ 30 % however, relative comparisons can be made from the results. The EQE measurement 
set up consists of a xenon (Xe) light source connected through a monochromator, chopper and lock-in 
amplifier system. The monochromator has a maximum filtering capability of ~ 1800nm and the Xe 
source has a wavelength dependent power profile. Above 1000nm, optical power output from the 
monochromator is less than 1 µW and decreases with wavelength in relation to 100 mW/cm2 (AM1.5G) 
standard EQE system power output in the visible region. Zero and reverse biased measurements were 
carried out. Normalized EQE results from the measurements are shown in Fig 6.27. 
 
Fig 6.27 Normalized EQE results of (a) planar and 3-D diodes at 0, 1 and 2V reverse bias 
voltages and (b) 3-D diodes at 0, 1, 2 and 2.5V reverse bias voltages 
As expected, the spectral response of the planar diode was low and remained flat across the 




to its poor infrared absorption as previously discussed. The poor infrared absorption was further 
worsened by the increased recombination due to its 2 µm intrinsic layer. 
In contrast to the absorption spectra shown in Fig 4.2, the spectral response of the 3-D diode show a 
downward trend between 1000nm and 1700nm and never increased above 1500nm as would be 
expected. This could be due to the optical power profile of the Xe lamp source which decreases with 
wavelength above 1000 nm wavelength. While EQE measurements are supposed to be independent of 
the light source, non-linear photoconductivity of several semiconducting absorber materials means they 
have to be calibrated. This becomes more important in the very low infrared optical power regime (< 
1µW) supplied by the Xe lamp. A consequence of the defect mediated absorption phenomena as 
established in Chapter 4 is its non-linear absorption mode which could lead to threshold conditions 
required for infrared absorption. Such threshold conditions would be missing when very low infrared 
optical energies are applied as is the case with increasing wavelength. 
Irrespective of the sub-optimal infrared conditions, the spectral response of the 3-D diode shown in 
Fig 6.27b shows increasing spectral response above 2V reverse bias voltage. The absence of an infrared 
response at 0V bias indicates a high level of carrier recombination as most infrared generated carriers 
recombine. This is further confirmed by the infrared spectral response seen at 2V and 2.5V reverse bias 
voltages. Under the same optical power indicating the same infrared absorption, spectral response at 
2.5V reverse bias is higher than that at 2V reverse bias. This shows a high level of carrier recombination 
which the infrared generated carriers experience thereby requiring a higher reverse bias potential to pull 
them to the contacts for collection. This is in agreement with the findings of section 6.5.4 which shows 




This chapter presented the design, development, fabrication and optimization of 3-D infrared 
photodiodes. The dark currents of the diodes were analyzed and extensive optimizations embarked 
upon to reduce them. Such optimization techniques such as length, density and percentage coverage of 
NWs have been applied to reduce the dark current densities of 3-D diodes by 103-104. Infrared 
absorption using the developed 3-D diodes was also presented. Despite the reduction of available 
infrared radiation reaching the absorber by the window layers and relative higher dark currents with 
respect to the planar diodes, ON/OFF ratios of 3.6 x 101 has been achieved using a heat lamp infrared 
radiation and 2.5 x 102 using a 1.55 µm LED. As Fig 6.22 shows, the 1.55 µm LED infrared source 
gives a higher response than the heat lamp. Hence, the responses presented with the heat lamp could 
potentially be higher. Even the 1.55 µm center wavelength of the LED falls around the least sensitive 
region of the 3-D material system implying the response could be higher at longer wavelengths. 
Quantum efficiency measurements show a clear distinction between the planar diode and 3-D diode as 





Integrated IR Sensor Switch 
In Chapter 5, the 3-D photoconductor was presented as an approach to demonstrate the effectiveness 
of 3-D hybrid ZnO NW/a-Si:H core-shell structure as an infrared photodetector. In this chapter, 
integration of the 3-D photoconductor onto a-Si:H TFT back channel compatible with flat panel 
technology is presented. Mask design and process development for the integrated device are first 
presented followed by some measurement results. A few process factors and their impact on the 
integrated device are also explored and presented. 
7.1 Device Structure and Mask Development 
In general, an image sensor pixel typically consists of 4 main blocks namely sensor, storage, switch 
and read-out blocks as shown in Fig 7.1a. The sensor block consists of the light sensor which could be 
a photodiode or photoconductor; the storage block generally consists of a capacitor for storing the 
sensor data after each capture frame; the switching block consists of a transistor used for switching 
between the storage and the read-out blocks; and the read-out block contains the read-out electronics 
to synchronize the stored data and transfer them to the buffer or amplifier for faithful reproduction of 
the sensor output. The output of the pixel is a sequence of charge integration and read-out employing 
several of the identified blocks in a synchronized fashion in order to effectively produce a digital image 
of the incident signal. During charge integration, the sensor block detects the incident radiation and 
converts that information into a current or voltage difference for storage in the storage block. After 
storing an equivalent electrical signal of the incident radiation into the storage block, the sensor block 
is turned off while the read-out phase starts. During the read-out phase, the switching block switches 
the stored signal from the storage block through to the readout block for onward transfer to an amplifier 
or buffer for display or further image processing. In the proposed infrared sensor-TFT (Fig 7.1b), the 
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sensor and the switching blocks are combined into a single device thereby enabling the potential for 
creating high resolution infrared sensor arrays. 
 
Fig 7.1 (a) Typical image sensor pixel showing the 4 main blocks of the pixel architecture; (b) 
Proposed sensor-TFT device pixel architecture showing the functionality of all main blocks of Fig 
7.1a but using fewer components 
Fig 7.2 shows a schematic structure of the proposed integrated infrared sensor-switch incorporating 
a TFT switch and a vertically integrated infrared sensor directly on top of the TFT. In the proposed 
infrared sensor-switch structure, the charge integration phase starts with exposure to infrared radiation 
while the TFT is in the OFF state. Absorption of infrared radiation by the top sensor layer would cause 
the sensor channel to conduct and charge the pixel storage capacitor. The amount of charge stored in 
the capacitor will depend on the intensity of the infrared radiation which will in turn determine the 
amount of current that will flow across the sensor channel. During the read out phase, the infrared signal 
is shut off thereby turning OFF the infrared channel while the TFT channel is turned ON by a gate bias. 




channel thus realizing both infrared sensing and switching at different phases using a vertically stacked 
device which ensures maximum space utilization as well as high-resolution applications. The direct 
integration of an infrared sensor (in this case, a 3-D photoconductor) on the back surface of a-Si:H TFT 
produces a vertically integrated sensor-TFT which would be capable of the enhanced functionality of 
TFT switching and infrared detection. This enhanced single-device-dual-function structure could find 
applications in large area infrared sensor and high resolution arrays. 
 
Fig 7.2 (a) Block diagram schematic of the integrated infrared sensor-switch; (b) Integrated 
scheme for the sensor-switch device; (c) Operation of the integrated infrared sensor switch 
To fabricate the integrated IR sensor-switch, masks are needed. The broad integration flow for the 
proposed integrated infrared sensor-switch is shown in Fig 7.2b. This type of integration flow proposes 
the fabrication of a switching TFT followed by the integration of an infrared detector. While both types 
of infrared detectors (photodiode and photoconductor) could be integrated, the infrared photoconductor 
will be adopted due to its simple fabrication process making it well suited for a first step development 
of a new concept device. The infrared photoconductor will be integrated above the back channel of the 
TFT to provide an alternate conductive channel (sensor channel) for infrared generated current while 
the TFT channel remains above the dielectric for the TFT switching (the TFT channel) as shown in Fig 
7.2a and b. The effect is an expected infrared modulated OFF currents as shown in Fig 7.2c which can 
b c a 
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be used to modulate the charging of the storage capacitor and hence give an indication of the incident 
radiation. 
The desired requirements for the integrated infrared sensor-switch and its process include large-area 
scalability, low temperature processing which will enable its fabrication onto low cost and low melting 
point substrates such as glass and plastic materials, and ability to integrate into the flat panel 
manufacturing industry. 
Fig 7.3a shows the process flow for a back channel etched a-Si:H TFT while Fig 7.3b shows the 
process flow for integrating an infrared photoconductor onto the BCE TFT. The TFT process is a 5 
mask process using 5 distinct masks while the integrated infrared sensor-switch is a 7 mask process 




Fig 7.3 (a) Process flow for fabricating back channel etched TFT and schematic of the BCE 
TFT; (b) Process flow for fabricating integrated infrared sensor switch 
 
The mask set was designed using Cadence IC Design Tool as part of a multi-project mask 
development with the integrated infrared sensor-switch portion contained in dies S1, S2 and X3 as 
shown in Fig 7.4. The mask set for the integrated infrared sensor-switch utilizes the same set of masks 





Fig 7.4 Integrated infrared sensor-switch mask set 
 
7.2 Integrated 3-D Sensor-Switch Fabrication 
As shown in Fig 7.3, integrated infrared sensor-switch fabrication first requires the fabrication of a 
TFT. The fabrication process starts with cleaning a Corning Eagle 2000 glass substrate with RCA-1 
cleaning procedure. Next ~ 80 nm Cr gate electrode, deposited by rf sputtering is patterned and etched. 
The gate patterned substrate is then loaded into the PECVD cluster system for the deposition of 400 
nm SiNx, 125 nm a-Si:H and 55 nm n+ a-Si:H films at 150°C. TFT Island or isolation patterning and 
etching are done. The process continues with a bi-layer Al/Cr deposition for S/D electrodes and 
afterwards, patterned and etched. The use of bi-layer of Al and Cr serves to improve the S/D contact 
while also protecting the S/D metal from via etching and future hydrothermal growth. The S/D patterns 
then serve as mask for a back channel etching where the n+ film is etched up to the back a-Si:H channel. 
Passivation SiNx is then deposited using the PECVD after which via holes are etched open for contact 
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to S/D electrodes. At this point, the fabricated TFT can be measured before further processing. Next, rf 
sputtered seed layer is deposited on the sample and immersed into a hydrothermal bath containing 25 
mM aqueous solutions of zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO3)2.6H2O, Sigma Aldrich) and 
hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA) (C6H12N4, Sigma Aldrich) maintained at an average temperature of 
~ 85°C for growth of ZnO NWs. The TFT sample containing grown ZnO NWs is cleaned, dried and 
the NWs patterned and etched. Next, the TFT-NW etched sample is loaded into the PECVD for 
conformal a-Si:H coating at 150°C. Afterwards, the island mask is re-used to pattern isolation islands 
to isolate each device. Then, a final Al metallization layer is deposited and etched for give the final 
device. A sample of the final device is shown in Fig 7.5 
 
Fig 7.5 Integrated 3-D Sensor-Switch Device 
7.3 Integrated 3-D Sensor-Switch Device Results 
Fig 7.6 shows the transfer and output characteristics of a 500 µm x 500 µm base TFT of the integrated 
3-D sensor-switch deposited at 150°C. The un-optimized TFT had an ON/OFF ratio of 105 at 1VD, VT 
of 5.5V and OFF currents in the ~ 10-12 - 10-13 A range at a drain voltage of 1V. The output 




Fig 7.6 Characteristics of an integrated infrared sensor-switch base TFT (a) Transfer 
characteristics; (b) Output characteristics 
The integration of 3-D photoconductors introduces several challenges which could impact the 
properties of the base TFT and/or the overall device. Some of these challenges are processing 
challenges such as exposure of the TFT for several hours in hydrothermal solution or etching non-
idealities. Fig 7.7a shows the transfer characteristics a 250 µm x 250 µm TFT before and after 17 hours 
of hydrothermal ZnO NW growth. ZnO NWs were grown on the base TFT with an open ‘via’ for 17 
hours in a hydrothermal solution. After the growth, the grown ZnO NWs were etched away and the 
TFT was re-measured. As can be seen from the figure, exposure to 17 hours of hydrothermal growth 
had no significant effect on the TFT performance as the characteristics of the TFTs overlapped each 
other. This is not surprising since the TFT was processed at 150°C while the ZnO NWs were grown at 
85°C. The lower ZnO NW temperature means that heat effects are minimal. In addition, SiNx 
passivation protected the channel and the rest of the TFT from oxidation or other chemical reactions 
from the solution. Only Cr metal on the via hole was exposed to the hydrothermal process which caused 
NWs to grow in the vias. Unetched NWs in the via hole could only impact the contact resistance of the 
top sensor device and not the TFT. 
Similarly, Fig 7.7b shows the transfer characteristics of a 500 µm x 500 µm TFT with additional 700 




after the top a-Si:H deposition. This indicates that the effect of additional stress of processing on the 
base TFT is negligible. 
 
Fig 7.7 Transfer characteristics of a base TFT showing overlapping characteristics of the TFT 
(a) before and after 17 hours NW growth; (b) before and after 700nm a-Si:H deposition on the 
back channel 
Fig 7.8a shows infrared response of the completed integrated sensor-switch device illuminated with 
the 1.55 µm LED. The device is a 250 µm x 250 µm sensor-TFT with only 50 µm x 250 µm NW 
coverage as shown in Fig 7.8b. The integrated device shows ~3 factor difference between the dark and 
infrared currents. This response is below the response of the infrared photoconductor shown in Fig 5.6 
with the same outside dimensions. As shown in Fig 5.3, the increase in the NW gap for this integrated 
device (100 µm on each side adding up to 200 µm or 80% of the sensor channel length) creates a very 
resistive sensor channel that would suppress the infrared generated current. In addition, the reduction 
of the NW coverage reduces the capacity to absorb and generate carriers. For the photoconductor in Fig 
5.6, the NW gap was 5µm on each side which minimizes both factors. In general, the response of Fig 





Fig 7.8 Infrared response of integrated sensor-switch showing infrared modulated dark current; 
(b) Top view of mask pattern showing the relative size of NW coverage in measured device of (a) 
with respect to the base TFT 
7.4 Summary 
This chapter demonstrated a new concept device called integrated infrared sensor – switching device 
and its feasibility to be integrated into the flat panel industry. To do that, the design and process 
development of the proposed integrated infrared sensor-switch were carried out. The hydrothermal 
growth process was shown to have minimal effect on the performance of the base TFT. Also, proof of 
concept result of an integrated infrared photoconductor and TFT switch was presented. The result 
demonstrated the feasibility of integrating 3-D infrared detectors into the flat panel industry for 





Summary and Contributions 
 
8.1 Conclusion and Summary of Contributions 
As stated in the Chapter 1, the objective of this Ph.D. is to develop and study the optoelectronic 
properties of a-Si:H based hybrid 3-D core-shell structures and their application as alternative infrared 
photodetectors suitable for meeting the needs of large-area infrared detection for emerging applications. 
The summary of the main contributions from this thesis is itemized below: 
1. Development of 3-D a-Si:H coated ZnO NW material system for large-area infrared detection 
applications 
2. Detailed study and characterization of the infrared optical properties of 3-D a-Si:H coated ZnO 
NW materials and demonstrated control of infrared absorption through control of the material 
properties 
3. Fabrication of 3-D infrared photoconductors on low cost substrates and at low process 
temperatures using a simple processing technique 
4. Demonstration of the infrared switching action of 3-D infrared photoconductors using pulsed 
infrared illumination 
5. Fabrication of 3-D infrared photodiodes on low cost substrates and at low process temperatures 
6. Dark current studies and optimization of 3-D diodes of a-Si:H coated ZnO NWs for higher 
signal to noise ratio 
7. Proof of concept integration of 3-D photoconductors onto industry standard back channel 
etched thin film transistors suitable for large-area and flat panel industry integration 
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Three dimensional (3-D) material system comprising a-Si:H coated on a disordered network of ZnO 
NWs have been developed for large-area infrared detection applications. Properties of these 3-D 
material system have been extensively studied and factors that affect or control their infrared sensitivity 
were explored. The enhanced scattering due to the 3-D material morphology led to increased effective 
thickness of the coated film. The increased thickness enabled greater light-matter interaction which led 
to infrared absorption in a coated a-Si:H film. The infrared absorption was correlated to the defect 
density of the coated film and increases as the defect density increases. The results demonstrate a path 
to transforming otherwise defective thin amorphous films into useful materials that could be suitable 
for infrared absorption. 
The developed infrared sensitive 3-D material system has been used to fabricate 3-D infrared 
photoconductors at a process temperature of ≤ 150°C. The 3-D photoconductors show low dark current 
through the introduction of a ‘NW gap’ that makes the effect of the surface and interface states 
irrelevant. The NW gap however impacts on the infrared photocurrent as it presents it with a higher 
resistance to collection at the electrodes. A compromise is hence needed to accommodate low dark 
currents in the photoconductor with less resistance to infrared generated currents. Regardless, signal to 
noise ratio of 3.2 x 102 has been achieved for a 250 µm x 250 µm device. The results demonstrate the 
feasibility of having low cost, easy to fabricate infrared photodetectors for low cost infrared 
applications. 
Similarly, 3-D infrared photodiodes have also been fabricated at a process temperature of ≤ 150°C. 
The high dark current density of the 3-D diodes was found to be primarily due to the increased 
surface/interface states that occurred as a consequence of the 3-D material structure. Optimization of 
the surface/interface states either by isolation, modification or reduction will thus lead to lower dark 
currents. Reducing the density of surface/interface states by reducing the height, density or coverage of 
NWs in the 3-D photodiode showed a decrease in the dark current density from a high of ~ 10-4 A/cm2 
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to a low of ~ 10-9 A/cm2, a 5 order of magnitude decrease with a promise of even more reductions by 
isolation or modification. Infrared signal to noise ratios of ~ 62 were achieved with 3-D photodiodes 
with 2 µm thick i-layer irradiated with a commercially available heat lamp while 2.5 x 102 ON/OFF 
ratios were achieved with a 1.55 µm LED illumination. The results demonstrate the possibility of large-
area and low cost infrared detection for civilian applications with materials that pose little 
environmental and health problems to the populace. 
To enable the integration of infrared detectors onto new devices for emerging applications, the 
developed 3-D photoconductor was integrated onto industry standard back channel etched TFTs. The 
process was developed at 150°C. The results show that integration of the infrared detector on the TFT 
has minimal impact on the switching ability of the base TFT. The integrated device show 3× increase 
in infrared generated current over the OFF current with the 1.55 µm LED illumination. The results 
show a proof of concept demonstration of the feasibility of integrating 3-D infrared detectors onto TFT 
backplanes used in flat panel industry. 
8.2 Future Work 
Based on the results obtained in this PhD study, several areas of interest have been identified for future 
work. They include 
1. Surface/interface state treatment or isolation for more reduced dark current density of 
photodiodes 
2. Integration of 3-D photodiodes onto BCE TFTs for large-area applications 
3. Process optimization of 3-D integration for higher yield and higher infrared control of OFF 
current modulation 
Point 1: To further improve the performance of 3-D infrared photodiodes, surface/interface treatment 
or isolation may be necessary. The significant impact of interface state defects on the dark current 
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behavior of 3-D photodiodes has been identified. Treatment or isolation of these interface state defects 
will expand the potential of fabricating 3-D photodiodes with very high NvF factors. Due to the 
exponential increase in surface area and its attendant increase in surface state defects, surface treatment 
will require a focused attention. However, another alternative might be to adopt a NW isolation 
technique where the impact of the NW surface on the photodiode will be isolated from the device 
behavior. Two isolation mechanisms have been proposed as shown schematically in Fig 8.1. In the first 
approach, the bottom electrode is placed on top of the ZnO NWs where it will be sandwiched between 
the NWs and the n+ layer. This approach to NW isolation however requires a conformal bottom 
electrode as could be realized using deposition techniques such as Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD). In 
a second approach, a horizontal device structure where the contacts are offset and isolated from the 
NWs while a prior SiNx coating eliminates the ZnO NW surface from diode interference could be 
implemented. This structure can also serve as an alternative contact scheme to eliminate the top contact 
from the window area and eliminate infrared absorption from the TCO. This means that AZO could be 
used as a TCO since it will no longer interact with the incoming infrared radiation. Appendix B shows 
proposed process flow for both isolation schemes. 
 
Fig 8.1 Schematic illustration of Proposed NW Isolation Schemes 
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Point 2: This PhD work has also demonstrated a proof of concept integration of 3-D photoconductors 
onto the back channel of industry standard BCE TFTs. It will be great to replicate this with a 3-D 
photodiode. This will especially be important to potentially increase the performance of the integrated 
sensor by allowing the suppression of dark current property of photodiodes to reduce its dark (OFF) 
current below the levels obtained with the photoconductor. This however, largely depends on the 
solution to point number one above and such solution when found will be of great impact to the 
integrated device 
Point 3: The fabrication of integrated 3-D sensor-switching devices presents some challenging 
process constraints such as NWs growing in the ‘via holes’ leading to non – uniform density across the 
sample, which causes non – uniform NW etching which could impact yield. A grow, etch, re-grow and 
re-etch process could be implemented to minimize this impact. The importance of breaking this down 
is to reduce the wide difference in NW densities and lengths than can result in a single NW growth 
process and its resulting etching difficulties. 
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